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Digital transformation is rising rapidly, where absolutely any kind of data
is readily available. With the rise in digital information and technologies,
businesses are aiming at measuring their processes and thereby getting
better control over their operations. Industries are striving to increase
efficiency and productivity to survive in the high global competitive
market by adopting a digital tool. Simulation has been one of the most
common tools of Industry 4.0 that allows a virtual representation of the
real system. The use of simulation has tremendously increased in
manufacturing industries due to its advantages where changes can be
made and checked virtually before implementing them to the physical
system. Data acquisition has been an important aspect that remains
unfocussed especially in Engineer to Order (ETO) and Make to Order
(MTO) environments where the production processes are complex, nonstandardised and depend heavily on manual work leading to a prolonged
barrier towards digitalisation. So, can data create new values for
companies? Are firms realising the importance of data? As the economy
is moving towards a more data-driven state, it is essential for companies
to realise the importance of data and find efficient ways of data
collection.
The thesis is based on a case study at an electrical transformer
manufacturing firm taking its first step towards digital technology to
have better control over its manufacturing processes. However, this
transformation is primarily hindered by the limited availability of data
and poor data quality due to manual data acquisition methods. Analysis
of organisational documents and Value Stream Mapping (VSM) have
been used to analyse missing primary and secondary production data.
The results of this study conclude that modelling of the system can give
additional data gaps, and the simulation model can be served as a
powerful decision support tool for the firm. This switch in approach from
intuition-based decision making to more fact-based decision making can
result in better planning and control over the production. This thesis will
lay the foundation for studies related to data acquisition and simulation
in an ETO environment as it is not widely discussed in the existing
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Popular science summary
The data-driven industry
We live in a time where the internet, computers and other IT technologies are changing the way we
work and think. These technologies have become an integral part of our life, and every day, there is
something new in this field. Businesses and manufacturing industries are facing an intensively
competitive environment and are always trying to adopt these new IT technologies in the form of
‘Industry 4.0’ in order to get competitive advantage. Companies realise the importance of raw data as
these new IT tools are making it possible to use them for constructive purposes. This is the reason why
big data, data analysis and data mining have gained such popularity and companies are investing heavily
into it. These tools are helping manufacturing companies to have better control over their operation and
processes, which in turns helps them to be more profitable.
For the management of a production line, much daily work is related to solving things by taking short
term and long-term decisions. The decisions are usually related to material, resource and capacity
planning in order to achieve maximum efficiency. Simulation has been proven to be one of the most
useful IT decision support tools for both short-term and long-term decisions. Similar to other IT tools,
simulation is data savvy and needs good quality data. To use simulation and other data-driven tools, it
is essential for firms to minimise the data gaps and make sure the high quality of data is available.
A case study was conducted in the winding section of an electric transformer manufacturing firm in
Sweden. The winding department depends mainly on manual manufacturing operations and is taking
the first step towards digitalisation. The primary purpose of this thesis is to investigate the availability
and quality of production data and propose techniques to collect these data in future. The thesis also
explores the possibility of using simulation as a decision support tool. The results from simulation study
can be used to analyse production parameters. This switch in approach from intuition-based decision
making to more fact-based decision making can result in better planning and control over the production.
This thesis will lay the foundation for studies related to data acquisition and simulation in an ETO
environment as it is not widely discussed in the existing literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The introduction will initially present the background to the research areas followed by
problematisation for this thesis. The main purpose of the study will be introduced and will be followed
by defining the research questions. The section ends with limitation of this study and brief structure of
the thesis.

1.1 BACKGROUND
Industry 4.0, Internet of Things (IoTs) or smart manufacturing are the buzz word in the manufacturing
and production industry. These are part of the new genre of the manufacturing practices called
information and communication technology (ICT) which is reshaping the current manufacturing
industry. More and more companies are moving from conventional production methods to these new
practices in manufacturing and production to have better control over their operational practices, reduce
lead-time and increase productivity (Laudante & Caputo, 2016). Organisations are these days
encountering an outrageous challenge, primarily because of increasing pressure from globalisation and
emerging new technologies. Globalisation adding to this ‘pressure’ as there is a never-ending demand
for new products, faster movement of goods and sophisticated customers need of integrating superior
technology in the product. Due to the ever-changing environment, actors are striving to stay competitive
through digitalisation which is changing the way products are designed, fabricated, assembled and sold
in order to increase productivity and decrease costs (Lasi, et al., 2014). These ICTs and related
technologies are a part of much bigger digital manufacturing technologies or in other term Industry 4.0
which extensively promotes the use of IT technologies like computer aided design/computer aided
engineering (CAD/CAE), product lifecycle management (PLM), modelling, simulation and other datadriven tools. The use of these technologies is not limited to product design and development but are
finding their way into operation and control of the manufacturing system. With digitalisation, the
companies are moving towards an interconnected cyber-physical system resulting in the concept of
Digital Twin (Uhlemann, et al., 2017).
Companies like Engineering to Order (ETO), Make to Order (MTO) and Small Manufacturing
Enterprise (SME) with a low degree of automation find it challenging to implement these ICTs. These
industries mainly deal with unit production or batch production as the products are highly complex and
customer specific (Uhlemann, et al., 2017). Activities in these industries are usually initiated when an
order is confirmed as the production process starts suddenly leading to longer lead times. It is prevalent
for ETO companies to suffer from high variability as the processes are difficult to standardise. However,
this is not stopping ETO companies from transforming their production process to a newer way of
production in the form of implementation of digital techniques. These technologies have helped to
1

reduce the uncertainty and have a significant effect on the performance and stability of the system
(Stephan, 2018). McAfee in 2012 quoted, ‘You cannot manage what you do not measure’, pointing out
the importance of data in this world of digital technologies (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012). One of the
major barriers towards digitalisation or Industry 4.0 is related to the issue of data. The urge to collect
data and make meaningful something out of the data is getting important especially for the companies
who are aiming towards these digital technologies in the near future (Bärring, et al., 2018). Quality of
data is also an important concept that can affect the properties information, accuracy and relevance to
the usage of the data. For example, in simulation and modelling, the absence of specific data and bad
quality of data is a very well-known problem indicated in many research (Uhlemann, et al., 2017;
Robinson 2013). A survey conducted by VDMA showed that only 10% of the companies surveyed had
implemented machine and process data acquisition techniques. This problem related to data collection
is widespread with this digital movement (Bärring, et al., 2018) and there is a need for a standardised
data collection methodology (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008; Bughin, et al., 2015).

1.2 PROBLEMATISATION
The ETO industry has been facing prolonged challenges of high lead & takt time due to low volume,
high variability and non-standardisation. Since each product is different from the other, it is arduous to
standardise the process. As most of the work is done manually, there is much historical data that is either
missing or undocumented such as process times, downtime, setup time, etc. Due to the different work
pace of the labours, which is a barrier in digitalising the shop floor. This makes the data collection
process far trickier and complex. With more variability, it is also common that data collection in an ETO
business is not standardised. Production units suffer from several challenges in data acquisition, which
make any simulation model project challenging to execute (Bärring, et al., 2018). These challenges are
amplified in ETO and MTO production lines as they have more variability and having a standard data
acquisition method is not common. Furthermore, Skoogh & Johansson (2008) have noted that the lack
of structured data & collection methods, especially in labour-intensive production line have been a
continuous barrier for digitalisation and adopting industry 4.0 such as tools like simulation. Bad quality
of data, manual data collection, unavailability of centralised units for data collection are some of the
challenges faced by the ETO environment (Onggo & Hill, 2014).
Additionally, one of the other major problems faced is an ETO environment is the reliance on human
intuitions rather than hard based facts. The reason being the high variability, lack of data and nonstandardisation that has reduced the control of the management over the planning and performance of
the manual assembly and production line. In such a case adopting simulation would aid the firm in
decision making, basing it on quantitative facts rather than human intuitions.
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1.3 PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how simulation could aid as a decision-support tool as well
as identify data requirements and propose data collection methods in a labour-intensive production line
in an ETO company.

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This thesis will focus on the importance of production data and how these data can act as a valuable
resource for the company. The first research question will address the common data gaps that prevail in
the ETO production systems. The second question is interrelated to the first and will propose ways to
minimise these data gaps in availability and quality. Lastly, the final question addresses how
organisations can take advantage of the collected data and move towards a more fact-based decision
support tool by using discrete event simulation.

Research Question 1
What are the gaps in terms of production data availability and data quality in order
to model and simulate the manual production line in an Engineer to Order business
setup?

Research Question 2
How can data acquisition and data quality be improved in an Engineer to Order
production system?

Research Question 3
How can data-driven tools like discrete event simulation act as a decision support
tool for the Engineer to Order system?

1.5 DELIMITATIONS
To polish the focus of the study but also due to the limitation of time and resource, some aspects are left
out of the study. The thesis will only focus on the importance of data, data acquisition techniques and
the use of simulation modelling as a decision support tool. Among several data-driven tools, the thesis
only focuses on discrete event simulation (DES). Furthermore, the study is also based on one case study
of ETO production system. Construction and aircraft industry are important ETO systems, but due to
scope limitation, are not included in this study.
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The name of the firm, interview participants and projects will not be revealed due to the confidential
agreement. The interviews will not be transcribed, but instead, the information will be used as a
compilation of secondary data sources.
Even though simulation and modelling build the cornerstones of this thesis, but optimisation and future
state analysis, which are usually an integral part of simulation studies are not included. Due to current
work methodology, complex processes and low availability of data, the correlation between the physical
and simulation model will not be real to 100%. Therefore, the simulation model includes several
assumptions. Also, the product line is entirely manual, and it was challenging to include all the human
factors that could affect the system. Due to the complexity and enormous product variance, only two
projects are included in the simulation model.

1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This thesis first presents the theoretical framework, in section 2, on which the thesis relies upon. This
section comprises of prevailing theories and concepts that were brought up through literature review in
the related field of study. Section 3, Methodology, thoroughly explains the research methodology of the
thesis and describes the research approach, research design and discrete studies in order to answer the
research questions which are addressed through this thesis. Section 4 explains the results and the
findings from the different studies that have been performed. The results are then analysed, and research
questions are answered in Section 5. In Section 6, the results and the theories are combined in the
discussion. Lastly, Section 7 ends the thesis with the conclusion and future scope of the study.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This section explores the literature in the related fields of the study. The section incorporates critical
analysis of published sources, or literature, on the topics related to the field of simulation, digitalisation
and industry 4.0. The assessment of these literature provides a summary, classification, comparison and
evaluation of previous research and studies in the relevant field.

2.1 DIGITALISATION AND INDUSTRY 4.0
Over the past decade, the world has seen a boom in the use of information technology (IT). In the last
few years the use of IT in manufacturing is increasing mainly due to the need for short lead times, the
ever-growing demand for customer-oriented products and advancement in computer and information
technology (Chryssolouris, et al., 2009). Manufacturing industries are contently trying to integrate these
new disruptive technologies like IoT, sensors, automation and data management system in order to
create a unified system. This unified system, accompanied by integrated databases from the different
business system, gives rise to digital management practices on a more holistic enterprise level. These
systems are based on the concepts of digital manufacturing. One of the key features of these digital
manufacturing systems is simulation technology which is mutually used with production data
management system in order to forecast future variabilities and to optimise process before the start of
production (Westkämper, 2007). Digitalisation is the first step towards industry 4.0. Leyh et al. (2016)
argued that ‘transformation of automated and central controlled production into self-controlled and
flexible production is known as Industry 4.0’. Industry 4.0 is an umbrella term for all the digital
technologies which have the potential to increase the performance of manufacturing companies
(Kaufmann, 2015). Hence, these digital technologies play a vital role in digitalisation and Industry 4.0
(Chryssolouris, et al., 2009). Among other disruptive technologies, data and connectivity, data analytics
and physical to digital conversion are most important as they facilitate better human-machine interaction
(Digital, 2015).
The method of digitalisation is giving rise to new usage of IT technologies in the field of manufacturing.
Digitalisation has increased the need for the data for production supporting tool and integrated system.
Analysis of these raw data that are collected through connected machines and sensors built the
foundation for other digital technologies (Lasi, et al., 2014). Other authors have also pointed out the ICT
technologies and data in achieving digitalisation maturity. Schumacher et al. (2018) defines a roadmap
to digitalisation and industrial 4.0 and argues the importance of interconnected and unified business
units and along with entire supply and value chains.
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2.2 DIGITALISATION IN INDUSTRY
There is increased interest for the business owners to invest in digitalisation (Schumacher, 2018). Along
with the advancement in technologies, several other drivers are pushing these businesses to go towards
digitalisation. These drivers are in the form of social and behavioural changes. The IT tools associated
with digital manufacturing/ digitalisation, for example, computer integrated systems, simulation
modelling, CAD, computer assisted manufacturing (CAM) and other tools are complementing data
management systems and assisting in the decision-making process. According to one survey conducted
by PwC with more than 2000 participants showed that more than 35% of businesses expect revenues
for the implementation of technologies related to digitalisation (Geissbauer, et al., 2016). In addition to
that, out of these companies, 43% expected a reduction in cost related to production due to these
technologies and 53% of them expected higher profits (Geissbauer, et al., 2016). Moreover, Capgemini
Consulting expected to reduce the capital cost by 30% due to factors affected directly by the
implementation of digital technologies (Ebner, et al., 2013).
Many surveys and reports have indicated positive inclination of companies towards digital technologies.
Many types of research have also shown a positive impact of digitalisation and Industry 4.0 in terms of
increased efficiency and reduced capital cost. Like any new technology, it also suffers from several
barriers. Main barriers are in the form of resistance towards these changes and other barriers in the form
of technological backwardness (Choi, et al., 2015). Terms like big data and data analysis go hand in
hand with digitalisation. Likewise, data and quality of data also play an important role for any business
unit trying to take a step towards digitalisation (Fernández-Mirandaa, et al., 2017).

2.3 SIMULATION
Simulation is the method or an application that imitates a real system process and parameters that
directly or indirectly affects the system. Every system has some predictable and some unpredictable
behaviours. It is vital to create a model to study a system, that tries to correlate the different components
of the system to study its dynamics (Robinson, 2004). If the relationship between the different
components of the system is too complicated, it becomes challenging to evaluate mathematically. This
is where simulation comes very handy (Law, 2007). Simulation duplicates a real-world process or
system and it helps us to analyse its behaviour over the period. It has developed to be a beneficial method
in evaluating complex systems without much use of mathematical tools (Banks, et al., 2001). As it is
difficult for a real-world process to be perfect, simulation is used to study how the system behaves with
variances and randomness. It is also used as a decision-support tool as it is easier in a simulated model
to make changes in the system and study its performance without making actual changes in the real
system (Kumar, 2006). In this manner, the results of, e.g. external changes may be calculable.
Simulation models and their accompanying software’s are designed to run the simulations at high speeds
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such that several experiments are performed, and an acceptable solution will be found (McGregor,
2002). If the same changes or experiments were to be performed in real life, it would take a considerable
amount of time and resources. For production units with long lead times, it will become complicated to
analyse its long-term effects over the entire system. Construction, aerospace, ship building is some of
the examples for such system with long lead times. Therefore, simulation can be seen as a beneficial
decision-support tool in such production units (Robinson, 2004).

Trend of simulation in digitalisation
Modelling, simulation and optimisation in the past few decades have seen tremendous popularity as a
tool for understanding the dynamics of the business system. Many businesses are already using these
tools for strategic and operational planning (Rodic, 2017). The research in the field of simulation has
also seen a steady increase since its conceptualisation in the late 70s. The number of publications with
keywords ‘simulation’ and ‘manufacturing’ resulted in search results of over 3000 publications from
2012 to 2013 (Polenghi, et al., 2018). With the increase in the efforts made by the businesses to move
towards digitalisation and industry 4.0, there is a proposal rise in the ICT capabilities in manufacturing
industries. The growing ICT capabilities are bringing more usage of data, modelling and simulation in
the industry. Digitalisation is facilitating better connected physical and computer systems, which leads
to better communication. Simulation and modelling tools are taking advantages of Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) in the field of industrial engineering and manufacturing (Negri, 2017). The first usage
of simulation in the field of manufacturing and industrial engineering mainly started with the applied
application at the beginning of the product life cycle, for example, the design phase. However, over
time, the scope and the application of simulation has changed and is finding its way more towards the
middle and the end of the product life cycle. This transformation is supported by digitalisation as
increasing computational power, and connected physical systems are making real shop floor data easy
to access and analyse (Polenghi, et al., 2018). Simulation modelling and optimisation can also help
companies to implement the lean methodology in the context of Industry 4.0. Many authors have argued
that simulation and lean have similar end objectives. Both try to make the performance of a system
better and hence should be combined in order to use them to their maximum potential (Uriartea, et al.,
2018).

Simulation in MTO and ETO
ETO and MTO of goods are an important sector in the manufacturing world. These industries contribute
a lot to the overall production of mechanical and heavy industry goods (Hicks & Braiden, 2000). MTO
and ETO industries are mainly associated with very less quantity of product but a large variety of
products. The products are not standardised, and productions only start after the customer's order. The
products are highly customised, and hence, the demand is erratic (Hicks & Braiden, 2000). Simulation
in an ETO setup is not common, as an implementation of simulation in simpler facilities like job shops
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and flow lines are easier. Research related to simulation in these industries were to performance analysis
and improvement (Purnomo & Sufa, 2015). Many research focused on using simulation as a decisionsupport tool for planning, scheduling, and resource management. Ehrenberg et al. (2012), effectively
used simulation-based scheduling in an MTO setup and found ‘close applicability of simulation to realworld planning situation.' According to Purnomo et al. (2015), simulation technique can help to analyse
several performance parameters in mass customisable MTO company like lead time, batch size,
utilisation of resources, bottlenecks and buffer size. The simulation also helped to implement a particular
strategy in the system, which reduced the lead time dramatically (Purnomo & Sufa, 2015).
Implementation of simulation techniques in MTO and ETO is comparatively difficult to its application
in the more standardised production line. The customised products have their own competitive
advantage, but MTO and ETO environment are more challenging. Long lead times, variable product
specification, and product process duration make the implementation of simulation techniques difficult
in such an environment (Barbosaa & Azevedo, 2018). Simulation is also considered to be data hungry,
and as the system becomes complex, the data required for simulation and validation become difficult
(Robinson, 2004). Modelling physical system requires accurate data collection, and types of data
required for the model is also high. Data collection can take over months and requires rigorous
supervision. Customised products add to this difficulty and also make the classification of production
lines complicated (Singhania & Bilolikar, 2015). Other authors have also considered missing data and
the inability to track process variances as one of the main challenges in simulation projects. Also, it is
very common that not all the data required to model and simulate a system is available in companies
and hence data collection and analysis is a cumbersome process in simulation projects (Uriartea, et al.,
2018). Through this study, we try to explore this aspect of data collection and data requirement to model
and simulate an ETO production line.

2.4 IMPORTANCE OF DATA IN SIMULATION
Data can be defined, ‘as a set of discrete, objective fact about the occurrence of an event' (Skoogh &
Johansson, 2008). The importance of data is increasing with the digitalisation. “Data is one of the main
pillars of Industry 4.0” and it is very difficult for an organisation to achieve Industry 4.0 or digitalisation
dreams without creating raw data and then meaningful information out of it (Miragliotta, et al., 2018).
As more and more physical systems are getting interconnected, there is an enormous amount of raw data
that is generated. The organisation which is moving towards digitalisation can take advantage of these
available data and hence can use data for competitive advantage (Bughin, et al., 2015). With the
increasing amount of data, the organisations have started to realise that data can be used as an asset.
Tools like data analysis, Artificial Intelligence (AI), simulation can use these data to support decisions
(Poleto, et al., 2015). As the entire economy is moving towards a more data-driven state, it is important
for organisations to identify the value of data. The value of data is expected to rise with the rise in new
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digital tools which transform the data into meaningful information. This increasing value of data means
that information can be used to support several business processes (Bärring, 2019).
Discrete event simulation (DES) rely heavily on input data. Input data is a very important part of any
simulation modelling project. Input data is used to construct simulation models of the system that is to
be studied and is also used to initialise simulation variables and parameters. Two main parameters of
input are the availability of data, and quality of data, which vastly affect the outcome of the simulation
model (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008). As discussed, earlier data plays a crucial part in any simulation
project. Input data phase takes much time in simulation projects and can consume 30% to 40% of the
time allocated to the entire project (Trybula, 1994). Data is needed not only during the initial phase of
modelling but is also required while calibrating and validating the model (Ören, 2001). Many authors
have given importance to the input data and have proposed several standard models which can be used
to achieve optimal input data collection for simulation project (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008; Bärring,
2019).

Data Issues in Simulation Projects
“To have meaningful and credible result from a simulation study, one must have relevant and correct
data.” Schruben (1982) argues that relevance and the correction of data have a large impact in
simulation projects. For any simulation model, acquiring accurate data is a formidable task (Ören, 2001).
The issue of data is so essential in simulation projects that authors have proposed a standardised
procedure for the collection and validation of data. Digitalisation, simulation, and other ICT tools are
still in the conceptual phase have many limitations. The main challenge is in the form of “real-time data
availability, low standardisation and decentralisation of data acquisition, lack of motion data and data
security” (Uriartea, et al., 2018). Not just in the case of simulation projects, many authors consider data
quantity as one of the main parameters in deciding the maturity of an organisation towards digitalisation.
Therefore, it is important to discuss two broad issues related to data, i.e., availability of data and quality
of data.

Data Availability
Availability of data is one major challenge in a simulation project. As the simulation projects require
several types or kinds of data, this problem of poor availability of data increases further (Skoogh &
Johansson, 2008) (Singhania & Bilolikar, 2015). According to Pidd (2003) for any simulation model,
the requirement of data can be divided into three categories represented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Types of data required for simulation (Robinson, 2004; Pidd, 1995).

Category of Data
Category I
Preliminary or contextual data
Category II
Data for the model realisation

Description
These are the data that are required to make the conceptual model
of the system. For example, layout diagram, data about the process,
flow diagrams etc.
These are data required to convert a conceptual model into a
computer model. They are more detailed. For example, cycle time,
availability, disturbances etc.

Category III

These are data required to validate the model if it is acting in the

Data for model validation

same way as the physical system.

Accuracy of simulation models is directly related to the amount and the type of input data. This
dependence is quite high, and hence, there are several studies regarding standardised models of data
input and acquisition (Bärring, 2019). It is evident that the accuracy of the model at the validation stage
depends largely on the input data. More rich input data will result in better models (Altiok & Melamed,
2007). Therefore, for a typical simulation project at a manufacturing line, there can be more than 15
types of data that account the system performance and variability (Singhania & Bilolikar, 2015). The
primary, secondary and tertiary data that are required for simulation projects are illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Primary, secondary and tertiary data (Singhania, 2015).

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Processing time

Plant layout

Product list

Setup time

Shift and shift length

Material information

Flow

Demand trend and pattern

Tools

Batch size

Number of resources

Experience of resources

Value stream

Buffer and storage information

Type of disturbances

Cycle time

Disturbances and machine

Resource availability

availability
MTTR

Maximum work in progress

Dispatching rules

Primary data and secondary data are essential to define the system while modelling. The tertiary data
are required in order to make the system more realistic to the physical system. The tertiary data are
important as they help define the disturbances in the system (Robinson, 2004).
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Robinson and Bhatia (1995) divided the data into three other categories depending on their availability
and collectability in a business setup. This is represented in Table 3.
Table 3: Simulation data category according to Robinson (2004).

Category

Description

Category A

Available

Category B

Not Available but collectable

Category C

Not Available and not collectable

Category A data is the one which is available and can be used for modelling and simulation. These data
have been collected previously, for example, the layout of the plant, the cycle time of the machine,
number resources etc. It is also common that these data are collected for some other purpose but can be
very useful in simulation models. For instance, data from quality checks can reveal information
regarding rework. Category B data is the one which is needed but is not available. Some intangible data
like nature human decision making, planning and scheduling patterns fall under this category. Though
these data are not available directly but can be collected through interviews or tools like data analysis
which are used to find the patterns and trends. Category C data are the one which cannot be collected
and is also not available. The type for data falling in each category depends on company to company
(Robinson, 2004).

Data Quality
Data accuracy is an important factor in data collection for simulation projects. High quality of data is
very important for a successful DES application (Bokrantz, et al., 2017). Poor quality of data not only
makes the simulation model less reliable but also adds up to the time and effort during the data collection
stage. Also, available data does not follow that they are accurate. The quality of data mostly affects later
in the simulation project life cycle, mainly in the validation stage. Poor quality of data is directly
proportional to issues related to simulation model validation (Robinson, 2004). Quality of data has been
discussed by many authors, and many have proposed a standardised model for data collection in order
to minimise difficulties associated with the acquisition of data. Data quality is becoming more important
with the growing use of simulation techniques as a decision-support tool (Bärring, et al., 2018). With
DES being used as a daily manufacturing engineering tool, high quality of data must be available and
should be ready for any given time (Bokrantz, et al., 2017).
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Issues related to data acquisition
Many literatures emphasise on the importance of the data and data acquisition techniques for simulation
projects for a production system. Data plays an important role in DES during modelling and validation
stages (Choudhary, et al., 2008). Even though the industries are pushing their production lines towards
digitalisation and trying to implement several ICT techniques, knowledge of data acquisition techniques
are remaining scarce. Non-availability of data and inaccurate data are the major problems related to any
data-driven project, for instance, simulation. Companies usually try to fix the issue of data unavailability
by making assumptions. This can lead to the decisions made based on gut feeling and adds to the data
validation problem (Bärring, et al., 2018). According to related literature, eight main challenges related
to data acquisition has been identified (Robinson, 2004; Skoogh & Johansson, 2008).
Issues related to the data discussed above can be resolved by a well-structured and standardised data
acquisition techniques which are emphasised in many research (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008; Robinson,
2004; Bärring, et al., 2018). The challenges related to data quality are presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Challenges for quality of data (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008; Bärring. et al., 2018)

Challenges

Description

Accuracy

Data is not accurate and has mistakes

Correctness

Communication gaps, lack of standards, or incorrect labelling

Duplication

Various sources of data are present

Consistency

Various sources of data give different values

Timeliness

Data is not present after a period of time

Validity

Data fails to describe the system in real life

Reliability

Data is not trustworthy

Completeness

Data has an assumption or additional data collection is needed

Studies related to structured data acquisition have shown positive results in the form of improved
production system performance and have also shown that data can alter the competitive priorities of
manufacturing companies. The issue of data acquisition amplifies in production system where low level
of automation with extensive manual work prevails due to manually updated data in the enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system. This leads to non-standardised and incomplete data entry, which
largely affects the data accuracy (Bärring, et al., 2018; Mönch, et al., 2011). This also results in delays
and low reliability.
The first step in solving the problem related to data acquisition is to identify the degree of automation
of the production line. Ćwikła (2013) classified the methods used for data acquisition from the
production system based on the level of automation, refer to Figure 1.
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Industrial process data acquisition
Manual

Semi-Automatic

Automatic

Verbal communication

Barcode technology

HMI/SCADA

Reports and forms

RFID

Sensors and IoT

Data entry

Machine Vision

PLC/DCS controllers

Other methods

3D scanning,
photogrammetry and
other methods

Industrial robots

Figure 1: Data acquisition techniques (Ćwikła, 2013).

Manual data acquisition is very common in a production system with high manual operations. This
technique is common as it is easy and does not require much ICT technology compared to other methods.
However, this is often is plagued by delays and errors. Also, it requires additional resources or removal
of resources from the primary task, which results in low productivity and disturbances in the system
(Ćwikła, 2013).

2.5 LEAN PRINCIPLES
Lean principles were born out of the manufacturing industry. It is a set of principles which are based on
continuous improvement and elimination of waste. Delivering exactly what the customers want without
any waste is exactly what lean thinking is. Lean has been very famous in the manufacturing industry
where mass production or repetitive manufacturing takes place, such as manufacturing of high volume
and low variety products (Haryanto & Ikatrinasari, 2014). There have been very few papers that have
shown the implementation of lean in an ETO environment, and yet there is an ongoing debate if lean
tools can successfully be implemented in an ETO system. Non-repetitive procedures, nonstandardisation, high flexibility and a high proportion of manual work can be some of the reason why it
is difficult to implement Lean in an ETO system. Therefore, such industries have been facing problems
of long lead times and low productivity (Kjersem, et al., 2015).

Value Stream Mapping
Value Stream Mapping is an important tool of lean which is used to identify waste and non-value-added
activities. It is a visual representation of the flow of information and material in the production process
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in order to obtain a holistic approach. VSM can improve the understanding of the decision-making
process and also eliminate non-value adding activities (Haryanto & Ikatrinasari, 2014). Value Stream
mapping has been more efficient for mapping a linear or simple flow production line. It has failed in the
complex/ETO environment due to the flow of different material with multiple products. Bärring, et al.
(2017) emphasises on the way to map complex systems with multiple products flows through
improvised tools of VSM such as Improved Value Stream Mapping (IVSM) and Value Network
Mapping (VNM). IVSM is a combination of classical VSM and tools derived from the manufacturing
engineering area. It helps in handling and mapping of multiple flows with non-identical routings as well
as Bill of Material (BOM) and merging flows.
On the other hand, VNM can identify identical or similar flows in the value stream that can be merged.
This is also supported by (Irani & Khaswala, 2001) who proposes a VNM approach for complex and
multi-product flows. Furthermore, mapping the system helps in realising the missing data that needs to
be collected. Therefore, VSM assists data collection as the missing data can be calculated during the
current state mapping (Nafors, et al., 2017). Some of the key performance parameters that could be
optimised through Value stream mapping are lead time, Work in progress (WIP). There are other indirect
factors that affect these parameters such as reducing non-value adding activities, waste, efficient
handling of resources, increase in productivity etc.
Previous literature has exhibited that various industries operating in an ETO environment such as heavyduty Industrial transformer, construction, shipbuilding and aircraft maintenance service have adopted
VSM achieving fruitful results. Most of these industries have reduced lead times and improved
productivity by identifying non-value added activities through VSM (Seth, et al., 2017; Kjersem, et al.,
2015; Ratnayake & Stadnicka, 2017). Additionally, the construction and shipbuilding Industry have
displayed better planning and scheduling of activities and higher process cycle efficiency on the
application of VSM. Furthermore, there have been conflicts regarding the utilisation of micro concepts
with VSM. On the one hand (Seth, et al., 2017) emphasises that micro concepts such as takt time,
supermarket to facilitate continuous flow, pacemaker do not simply work in an ETO environment and
therefore it went with one value stream rather than into the micro concepts. On the other hand, the
Norwegian shipbuilding industry implemented lean pull production tools such as ConWIP to restrict the
number of products entering the system, takt time was introduced through the movement of a wagon at
regular interval on the assembly line to keep pace with the customer demand. The outcome was a
reduction in lead time and efficient planning and scheduling processes (Kjersem, et al., 2015). A
limitation was observed in the paper (Gamage & Vilasini, 2010) where even though it had complex
products, there was a constant demand and few product families, which made it easier to adopt VSM.
Furthermore, a paper by (Rauch, et al., 2015) helped in identifying bottlenecks. Firstly, poor planning
procedures and secondly the sharing of resources. The paper uses various principles such as ConWIP,
Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) to eliminate these bottlenecks.
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Value Stream Mapping to support data collection
The combination of VSM with simulation has been a growing trend. Even though VSM solely can
improve lead times and productivity, yet it cannot give in-depth details regarding WIP, inventory flows,
throughput at certain levels as well as it fails in analysing dynamic models. The combination helps as
the current state mapping can be used for data collection, which is required for simulation in order to
build a future map.
(Kodali & Gurumurthy, 2011) states some of the advantages and shortcomings of VSM. Firstly, it helps
in visualising and completely observing the flow, Secondly, identify waste in the value stream, Thirdly,
establishing a linkage between the information and material flow and lastly understand how the
organisation will be in the future state after improvement activities have been implemented correctly.
Some of the shortcomings were firstly VSM was a static tool which could only view the snapshot of a
particular day, for instance, someday the machines work smoothly but some other days there are
breakdowns, late deliveries by vendor or quality issues and therefore it would vary according to what
prevails in the organisation. Secondly, the future map was drawn on assumptions that all problems will
be solved in the organisation. However, in the real-life scenario, some problems may not be completely
resolved. Similarly, (Landeghem & Lian, 2002) had further shortcomings to add. They believed that
VSM was built by taking walks on the shop floor and recording what happened on the floor, hence the
level of detail and versions handled were limited. Therefore, combining simulation with value stream
mapping would cut short these shortcomings.
For example, the paper by (Mcdonald, et al., 2010) shows how simulation can provide detail insights
when used with value stream mapping. Value stream mapping was used to understand where the
improvement was required whereas simulation was used to answer specific questions such as What is
the maximum WIP at each processing step?, What is the variation in WIP across shifts throughout the
system?, How many CONWIP carts will be needed to support the level of WIP? So, on and so forth.
There were several more articles that found combined VSM with simulation, and all of them showed
positive effects when using the combination to analyse production systems (Landeghem & Lian, 2002;
Esfandyari, et al., 2011; Lu, et al., 2011; Rajgopal & Abdulmalek, 2007; Nafors, et al., 2017). The
conclusion from the above articles is that simulation and VSM are a good combination for developing
a future state VSM. The simulation will add a fourth dimension, time, to the VSM, which is valuable
because the results will be less static (Erikshammar, et al., 2013).

2.6 LEAD TIME REDUCTION THROUGH LEAN METHODS
In an intensely competitive environment, higher lead times are undesirable. Lead time can be defined as
the time from when the customer order is taken until the delivery of the product/service. Lead time can
be divided into two parts, known as value-added time and non-value-added time. There can be a huge
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difference between them. For example, in a tour of the plant was observed that it took 4 hours to build
a product (manual and machining time) yet it took four weeks to be delivered to a customer. There are
various goals for companies to reduce lead time depending on their strategic importance, such as to
lower time to market, customer satisfaction, lower inventory costs. (Hopp, et al., 1990) Suggests that
their three key points involved in the lead time reduction. Firstly, the major concepts of lead time are
queuing time and waiting. Hence one must attack these to achieve significant results. Secondly,
according to Little's law, the WIP and lead time are proportional to each other for a given level of
throughput. Therefore consequently, causes of high lead time can be determined by observing large
inventories. Thirdly lead time is not only related to average flow time but also to the variance flow time.
Hence only reducing average flow time will not reduce the lead time. (Hopp, et al., 1990) Also states
that as the product is about to be completed, the lead time and buffer will decrease. This is because the
product is in the waiting period for 90% to 95% of the time. Therefore, investing in new machines or
resources to reduce setup timings will not assist in reducing lead time, instead, waiting time should be
targeted. However, (Hopp, et al., 1990) also believes that reducing setup time will increase the capacity,
but in order to reduce lead time, waiting times must be the main focus. This is also supported by
(Wouters, 1991) who states that higher machine utilisation will lead to higher waiting time and queue
time resulting in longer lead times. Furthermore, a way to reduce queue time is to directly control WIP
through tools like Kanban or ConWIP, which provides a pull mechanism.

2.7 PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Performance measures can be defined as a metric used for the quantification of the efficiency and
effectiveness of action according to (Neely, et al., 1995). Even though it is a broad definition yet (Hopp
& Spearman, 2001) suggest that no single performance measure can be applied to all manufacturing
systems as different manufacturing systems operate in a different environment. Therefore, in such cases,
each industry tries to achieve or target certain performance measures in order to improve overall output.
(Banks, et al., 1999) provides a list of performance measures in a simulation model:
·

Throughput

·

Machine and resource utilisation

·

Bottlenecks

·

Queuing & waiting time

·

WIP

·

Effectiveness of Scheduling and planning systems
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However, (Hopp & Spearman, 2001) provide a summarised version of the above measures into three
key performance measures with a brief definition.
·

Throughput- The average output of non-defective parts of a production process per unit time.

·

Lead time- The total time allotted for a production of a part on a specific line.

·

WIP- The amount of inventory present from the start to the end point in a system.

2.8 FACTS ANALYSER FOR DES
There is various software that could be used to perform discrete event simulation. Facts Analyser is a
toolset that combines model abstraction, input data management and simulation-based optimisation in
an innovative framework. Facts analyser provides the advantage of a novel aggregation method which
is based on Effective Processing time that allows to easily model variability on workstations. The
research of the novel aggregation model stemmed from the research operations area with the simulation
process in order to reduce details for processing equipment. Facts analyser has a unique Graphical User
Interface (GUI) with a Web Service based client/server system that allows for easier modelling of DES
as well as speeding up the model building and experiment process. Facts provide an easy user interface
allowing for the object to be easily dragged and dropped. The edit optimisation also provides for a single
click with various tabs allowing to input formulas, constraints and maximise or minimise performance
parameters depending upon the user (Uriartea, et al., 2018).
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3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, different methodologies that have been used in the case study are presented. The section
starts with explaining the research methodology and research design. The section also explains the
different methodologies adopted for data collection and analysis. Later in this section, issues related to
validation, replication and ethics are discussed.

3.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This thesis followed a mixed approach, which is a combination of quantitative analysis, qualitative
analysis and literature review in order to obtain better findings. According to (Bryman & Bell, 2011),
this is a triangulation method where more than one method or source of data is used to make better
findings. Qualitative data is mostly gathered by its two standard methods, which are observations and
interviews. The qualitative analysis was used in the initial stages, as it was the most appropriate way, to
begin with, in order to understand the production floor and flow of the products. Various structured and
semi-structured interviews were done with the production development manager, product development
specialist, production planner, quality inspector and several operators on the shop floor. Observations
were done through walkthroughs to have a self-understanding and to obtain a broad picture of the
workflow as well as to see if the work was done as mentioned by the other employees. The observational
study will be discussed more in details in the next topics.
Quantitative research can be more understood as research that requires measurements through data
gatherings and the statistical processing of different analytical methods of these gathered data (Bryman
& Bell, 2011). A survey is one type of quantitative research, but it was not used in this case since answers
from the vast population were not required. Data gathering was utilised as a quantitative method where
internal documents, ERP systems, historical data supported the data gathering, which was analysed later
through MS Excel and discussion with the employees.

Figure 2: Mixed research method (according to Bryman & Bell (2011))
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3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN
To be able to answer the research questions a case study approach was used in an ETO environment
with high manual labour to test how simulation could aid the plant towards standardisation, reduction
of lead time and improvement of productivity. According (Bryman & Bell, 2011), a case study is an
exhaustive and detailed analysis of a single case. The master thesis is primarily focused on the shop
floor of the winding part of the transformer section.
The first research question about data gaps and missing data is answered by Value Stream Mapping
(VSM) and data analysis of ERP. Through VSM, various missing data were identified, such as setup
times, changeover times, downtimes, transportation and buffer times, which are required in the future
to make a more accurate model. The second research question about the data collection of missing data
is mainly answered by literature reviews and brainstorming sessions among the authors. The data
collection methods of the various missing data will be stated during the discussion part of the report.
Table 5: Data collection methodology for each RQs.

Research

Observation

Interview

Questions

RQ1

VSM

Simulation

Document study

X

RQ2
RQ3

Organisational

X

Review

X

X

X
X

X

Literature

X
X

X

There is a need for a structured research methodology to answer the proposed research questions. The
research aims at collecting data from different sources. The set of data is needed to be adequately
analysed in order to make a simulation model of the production line. This is achieved by value stream
mapping of the current state. The mapping process will involve data gathering from several EPR
systems, general information about the flow of material and interviews. VSM will be the basis for all
the raw data and the variable that can be used in order to make the simulation model using FACTS.
Through the process mapping, it will be also possible to find the missing data that can be collected in
the future. This information about the missing data will help the organisation to act concerning this in
the future and will help them to move towards digitalisation. This approach of using VSM for data
collection will be able to answer the RQ1 and contribute partially to answering RQ2. To answer the
RQ3, the study will use simulation and modelling technique. The data collected in order to answer RQ1
and RQ2 will be used to create a simulation model. Using a simulation model, several performance
parameters of the system, for instance, WIP, throughput, bottlenecks will be analysed. Additional
missing data or data gap found during the modelling the system will contribute to answer the RQ1 as it
will add more to the list of missing data.
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3.3 RESEARCH APPROACH
A deductive approach is usually used for testing previous theories rather than creating new science. It
follows a logical approach instead from theory to specific conclusions (Spens & Kovacs, 2005). To
some extent, the research has been influenced by previous study and research, which partly makes it a
deductive approach. The use of VSM and process mapping in an ETO
system provided a deductive approach where the theory was readily applied
which was used to map the floor with collected data from interviews,
observations and ERP systems. Abductive theory, which is neither inductive
nor deductive, aims to understand the new phenomenon and to suggest new
theory through new hypotheses (Spens & Kovacs, 2005). This master thesis
takes an abductive approach since even though it is based on previous
research, there are very few literatures that have performed simulation
within the ETO environment. There have been many previous studies
focusing on the lack of data as well as the use of VSM in an ETO industry,
but the usages of simulation in such an environment has been suggested for
future research. In such a case, this master thesis tries to study/test
simulation in an ETO environment, which would be a new phenomenon.

3.4 DATA IDENTIFICATION AND COLLECTION
The first step in data collection for any simulation model is to identify the
parameters that affect the system and which parameters should be included
in the system. Due to the large complexity of the system (production line),
several parameters act as the variable to the system. Due to this, the
identification of data is closely related to the conceptual model (Robinson,
1995). VSM and process mapping also support the identification of data for
the study. As these processes are iterative, the process of data identification
and collection required several steps as well. A structured approach towards
data identification was followed. This methodology of input data
Figure 3: Standard data
collection methods of
simulation, according to
Skoogh et al. (2008).

management proposed by Skoogh et al. (2008), was followed in order to
have better input data management (refer Figure 3). This stepwise and
iterative data collection methods made it comparatively easy and faster to
collect the data for the simulation VSM and simulation.

The study highly relies heavily on data collected from several sources. The data source can be divided
into two main categories primary and secondary. The primary source of data was collected in order to
make the VSM and the process flow, which was later used in the simulation model. These data were
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quantitative in nature. Due to the lack of centralised ERP system, various document sources of data were
analysed to get information regarding cycle time, number of workstations, number of resources and
process time. These constituted the primary data source. Secondary data were more intangible in nature
and hence required qualitative data collection techniques like interviews, observational study and
questionnaires. This secondary data source complimented the primary data. Information regarding
resource experience and efficiency, maintenance, inspection and rework were collected through
interviews and questionnaires. An observational study was done in order to check potential barriers and
advantages with the application of simulation and modelling on the system. Data collection
methodology is illustrated in Figure 4.

Organizational documents
Primary

Data Collection

Literature review

Participant
Observational Study
Non-Participant

Secondary

Semi structured
Interviews
Unstructured
Questionnaires

Figure 4: Data collection methods for VSM and simulation.

Literature Review
A literature review was the method chosen to find a relevant theory to perform this master thesis. It is
focussed both on general understanding as well as accumulating knowledge. Bryman & Bell (2015)
suggests that literature is the central part of the dissertation and it provides guidelines on how to get
much of the readings as well as how to do a systematic review of them which the authors have followed.
The literature review was an essential part of the thesis. It was done to gain a deeper understanding of
what techniques were used to tackle such problems; different theoretical frameworks used as well as
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what were the outcomes of such studies. The main challenges while searching for related articles was
the limited published literature in this field of study. The literature review in this master thesis has used
Uppsala Universities access to databases to find relevant articles. Initially, the main keywords used for
searching articles were Digitalisation, Industry 4.0, simulation, ETO, VSM. The keywords were refined
to data importance for digitalisation, data acquisition, data collection, etc. After the better understanding
of the related studies in this field. All forms of literature were searched for including Journal articles,
Conference papers, Books and Electronic Medium. The literature review was extensively used for
answering the second research question.

Interviews
Interviews are one of the very prominent and widely used methods of data collection used in qualitative
research. Interviews are an effective method to understand how other people think and how they
perceive an event or a phenomenon. Unlike quantitative search methods which focus on measured
quantities, interviews aim at examining the in-depth meaning and the process (Frances, et al., 2009).
During this study, two types of interview approach were adopted, semi-structured and unstructured.
Unstructured and semi-structured interviews are used over the structured interview when the interviewer
wants participants to go into the depth of the topic preventing the hindrance caused by the structured
question. Unstructured interviews also facilitate more general questions and hence, more abundant
qualitative data (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This approach was necessary for this study through interviews.
Intangible information regarding the operation of the production line was obtained, for instance, human
logic behind resource planning and capacity planning, variance in resource efficiency and other humanbased decisions. As the production line heavily depends upon human-centric work and much of the
decision related to operations was taken based on human intuition. Therefore, conducting interviews
gave valuable information regarding planning and operations. Summary of interviewed person for the
study is represented in Table 6.
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Table 6: Interviewed Subject Matter Experts (SME).

Interviewed person

Position

Person 1

Production Development Manager

Person 2

Production Planner

Person 3

Production Development Specialist

Several unstructured

Person 4

Quality Inspector

1 unstructured

Several Operators

Machine and assembly station
operators

Number of interviews conducted
1 semi-structured and several
unstructured
3 semi-structured and several
unstructured

Several unstructured

In the case study, unstructured interviews were conducted on many occasions. It was mainly done in
order to understand the work situation. The questions during the unstructured interviews were open and
wide to make sure the participant can talk freely without getting stuck in the structure of the question.
Questions like, ‘How is this task/operation done?' ‘What are things you feel can be changed or improved
in future?', ‘What is the logic behind your planning?', etc. were asked. Unstructured questions were also
used during the validation stages of process mapping, regression model analysis and simulation model.
Semi-structured interviews are conducted in research when the interviewer wants the participants to
answer the question regarding some topics but also the same time giving some leverage (Bryman &
Bell, 2015). Semi-structured questions were also used in the study to gain a better understanding of the
various process involved in the production and to get an overall better understanding of the
manufacturing processes. Questions like, ‘what is the difference between horizontal and vertical
machines?’, ‘How maximum capacity of machines affect the planning?', etc. were asked in order to get
a better understanding of planning and map the process.

Observational Study
The observational study involves an observer to observe an environment or the behaviour of the
individual without influencing the outcome of the study (Eliasson, 2013). In many studies, a
combination of interviews and observation were utilised. That allows the researchers to observe the
participants and at the same time, ask a question about opinions and their perceptions in order to
understand the situation better (Christensen, et al., 2016). There are two types of observational study,
participant observation and non-participant observation. In participant observation, the observer
explains the intent behind his or her observation to the participants. In non-participant observation, the
observer does not disclose his or her intent to the participant (Bryman & Bell, 2015). As the production
line in the case study was profoundly human and manual labour oriented and dealt with non-standardised
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product and operations, observations helped to acquire valuable information related to processing
variables, variation and disturbances. Table 7 shows the different types of observational study conducted
during this study.
Table 7: Observational study methodology

Observation Type

Participant (along with
interviews)

Running time

Continuously during case

Aim of observational study
-

Process and value stream map

-

Process time for several operations

-

Buffer time and buffer size

-

Information regarding disturbances and
downtime

Non-participant

Continuously during case

-

Variables for simulation model like
breaks and resource distribution

During this study, there were several participant type observation studies were conducted on the shop
floor. Interviews usually accompanied it in order to get more information about the process and
operations performed by the operation. This combination of observations and interviews was intensively
conducted during process and value stream mapping. Non-participant observation technique was also
used during the study. This observation was carried in order to understand the operators' behaviour and
resources management, for instance, the number of breaks taken by the operators, the number of
resources required for a particular operation, etc. There are several ethical issues related to observation
studies. To overcome this, all the participants were informed about the aim of the research and
production development manager was informed about all the non-participant observation conducted
during the study.

Organisational Documents
According to (Bryman & Bell, 2011) some documents are open to the public domain, for example,
annual report, but other documents such as memos, data, specific reports are not available to the public.
For this thesis, various documents such as the Process map, previous data from ERP systems, buffer
times, regression model all required permission to be accessed. This document provided the base for the
current situation analysis as well as the simulation model. While analysing the organisational document,
several difficulties were faced. To resolve this, interviews were conducted to the owners of the
documents to get a better understanding. In order to maintain confidentiality and secrecy, a nondiscloser agreement was signed. A continual dialogue and discussion with the production development
manager made sure that the outcome of the study is not affected. In some instances, sensitive information
may not have been included, but this does not harm the generalisation of the results.
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3.5 DATA ANALYSIS
This section of the thesis will describe how the collected data was used and for what it was used. It is
divided into three sections for the case study. Firstly, the current state of the plant will be described with
other steps such as value stream mapping and process mapping as well as the requirements for building
the simulation model. Secondly, the data used for building the simulation model will be described
briefly. Lastly, it is described how the results of the simulation are analysed.

Current state analysis
Provides the current situation of the production line, ways of working, missing data and issues
related to the data acqusition (RQ1)

Construction of VSM and simulation model
Provides the construction of VSM and simulation model with analysis of additional missing data
required for these tools (RQ1 and RQ3).

Evaluation and analysis of end results
Analysis of the performace parameter through
simulation (RQ3)

Ways to collect the missing data and minimise
the data gap (RQ2)

Figure 5: Data analysis techniques for the case study.

Current state analysis
Process mapping and Value stream mapping was initially done to understand the basic flow of the
products at the production line. In order to perform the process and value stream mapping, various semistructured interviews and observations were done. The Value Stream mapping acted like a tool to
identify missing data rather than an improvement tool. The literature for (Nafors, et al., 2017) also states
that the use of VSM can be used for data collection. The other data that was provided by the company
through the ERP systems were analysed thoroughly, and the unwanted data were neglected. At the end,
essential data were statistically processed through excel to obtain variation as the line had a considerable
time difference between the same products as well.

Construction of VSM and Simulation Model
The software FACTS analyser was used for building the simulation model. The software was suggested
by the subject reader who is currently researching with the field of simulation and optimisation. Since
the thesis focused on the Winding part of the transformers section, it consisted of two sections within
the winding, which was winding shop and winding assembly. Therefore, two different models were
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made separately, including all cycle times, variants, and making the right flows. In some cases, the
missing data which was required for the model was assumed on the suggestion of Subject Matter Experts
(SME). These models were verified separately with the production planner and were later joined
together to form one model. Then, to observe if it works perfectly on the combination of the two models,
two projects were chosen, which were run for 100 days to find if it represents the real-life scenario. The
two projects were chosen because the two projects have the right mix of winding types. Also, one project
is comparatively easier to produce than the other one, so these two projects covered a more
comprehensive range of process times.

Evaluation analysis of end results
On completing the simulation model, the results were analysed and checked if they answered the specific
research question. Bottleneck analysis was done to understand the bottleneck of the process. Different
ways of collection of the missing data were also suggested making sure the specific research question
was also answered.

3.6 CASE STUDY GENERALISATION
"Generalisation is a type of inference that leverages information and insights from the social facts that
researchers measure – through statistics, interviews, participant observation, archival research, and
the like – to help explain broader collections of social phenomena that they do not measure."(Steinberg, 2015)
The case study is one of the contemporary research designs in business research (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
There is much scepticism related to this kind of research design mainly related to generalisation.
However, many authors have argued against this and have mentioned that it is possible to have
generalised result from a case study. It is possible to transfer the result of the study to other organisations
that were not part of the case study. It is called qualitative generalisation (Christensen, et al., 2016;
Flyvbjerg, 2006). Generalisation also depends upon extensive external validation and to achieve external
validation, a very good internal validation is required. The study has some generalisation issues as the
study is based on just one specific case. Confidentiality also plays an essential role in generalisation and
makes external validation very difficult. There are some issues related to classified company's name and
product type, but the well-informed structure is tried to be achieved.

3.7 RELIABILITY AND REPLICATION
According to (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Reliability is concerned with the question if a result from a study
can be repeated. Reliability plays a vital role in the quantitative study compared to the qualitative study.
The reason being that qualitative is based on interviews and observations, which means different people
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will have different perspectives. The research methodology for this thesis is a mix of a quantitative and
qualitative study. The qualitative part being in the form of interviews and observations and the
quantitative parts being in the form of data gatherings from ERP systems and other company documents.
Therefore, in this case, reliability is moderate. Since the industry operates in an ETO environment with
high variety and low volume, therefore there are a lot of parameters that are different which are not
repeated in this case while performing interviews. It helped to dig deep in order to get some
understanding since most of the interviewees answered, "this is dependent on that" or "it depends on
some cases, sometimes it’s this and sometimes it’s that." Therefore, it would be difficult to replicate,
yet most of the data gathering is through a quantitative approach. Therefore, the results from the
simulation could be easily replicated with a bit of variation.

3.8 VALIDITY
Validity is of a concern if the research does not measure what it intends to do. If not, the study will be
questionable. There are two parts to validity, which are internal and external validity. Internal validity
deals with if the study incorporates two or more variables that are related to each other. For example, if
actually, X affects Y and not any other variable like Z. External validity deals with the generalisation of
the result and how it can be transferred to other areas of research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). As this is a
case study, it has been a question of debate since the results are more centric towards the particular
company. Therefore, in this thesis, external validity is weak. To some extent, the study can be
generalised since most of the ETO industries are facing problems of non-standardisation and long lead
times.
There has been much criticism regarding the case study design but, yet an article written by (Flyvbjerg,
2006) demonstrates the common misunderstandings of a case study.
1. A case study cannot be generalised and therefore, cannot contribute to scientific development.
2. The case study is used for generating hypotheses rather than hypothesis testing.
3. Theoretical knowledge is more important than practical knowledge.
Furthermore, Flyvbjerg (2006) states an important aspect of case study is that a case study helps in
learning and gaining knowledge as well as proving particular theories. It was the case in this thesis as a
close relationship with the organisation was built, which helped in better understanding of the problems
of the organisation. Through this higher validity of the thesis is attained.
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3.9 ETHICS
Ethics plays a vital role in research. Research is of high quality when the research is conducted and
reported in away (Bryman & Bell, 2015). According to Swedish Research Council's paper on the
principle of ethical research for the humanities and social science, a degree project or a scientific work
should meet these four ethical requirements (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015):
1. The information requirement – the participants in the study (for example, interviewed people),
should be informed about the purpose of the study.
2. The consent requirement – the participants should agree of being studied.
3. The confidentiality requirement – if the collected material for research is expected to be
confidential, then it should not be shared freely.
4. The excellent use requirement – the collected material for study should only be used for the
purpose it was stated to be used when collecting.
There can arise some ethical issues while reviewing this thesis. For example, performing the nonparticipant observation has its ethical issues and can be against the integrity of the individual being
observed. The most significant ethical implication might be the one related to the concept of data
collection and digitalisation in general. Free data collection through sensors and other techniques
proposed can increase pervasive monitoring of the operators by the upper management. Digital data and
other ICT technologies are plagued by other ethical issue related to cybercrimes and hacking.
During the study, ethical implications were given high priority. The observation was done with the
consent of the participants or the management (in case of non-participant observation). Through the
company's online portal, there was access to sensitive data, for example, data related to product
specification and design. Only ‘good use' of such sensitive data was done. Data from various ERP
system were handed with high confidentiality and was made sure that only non-sensitive data get
published in the report.
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4 EMPIRICAL DATA
This section goes through the empirical data finding based on the organisational documents,
observational studies, interviews and other methodology used in this study. This section describes the
plant, product and product flow description and the crucial findings from data analysis, value stream
mapping followed by a simulation study of the system.

4.1 PLANT DESCRIPTION
The study has been performed at a multinational company situated in Sweden. The company has several
units across Sweden and produces a range of electronics and heavy electrical products. This case study
has been conducted at the winding department of the company’s plant that produces electrical
transformers. This plant is situated in Sweden and work as an ETO firm. The company wants to invest
heavily in the digital transformation of production lines at this site. To move towards digitalisation, the
company intends to have current situational analyse of its transformation capabilities in terms of the
available data and data gaps. The winding department is responsible for the winding, and winding
assembly of the transformers and is based entirely on manual labour processes that require high skills.
Due to manual operations, low volume, long lead times and complex and non-standardised products,
the department is facing data collection and management issues. The management is finding it difficult
to have better operational control over the production lines to minimise variabilities. The department
wants to find alternated solutions to data collection to reduce the gaps between the production data and
improve the quality of collected data. The management also wants to check the possibility of using
simulation and modelling in order to analyse the performance parameters of the production line. The
previous attempts to make the simulation model have failed and that was one the reason to initiate this
project. Also, this project would become a foundation for a three-year-long simulation project of the
entire production line. This case study aims to dig deeper into such manufacturing systems, to find
common issues with data collection, find ways to collect data and to see how modelling and simulation
techniques can help such systems. A summary of the plant is provided in Table 8 below.
Table 8: Summary of plant and production description.

Product description

Heavy-duty electrical transformers.

Type of production

Engineering to Order. Highly complex product.

Volume of production

Low.

Velocity of production

Slow. Very long lead times.

Level of automation

Very low. High proportion of manual operations.

Data collection

Manual collection of data. No central ERP system.

Objective of simulation initiation

Performance analysis. Analysis of missing production data.
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4.2 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The winding department is responsible for handling the winding production line, and the winding
assembly line. It is sub-part of a bigger transformer and shunt reactors production line and responsible
for the manufacturing and assembling of windings over the mandrel. This study is limited to the
transformer windings and their assembly. The layout of the winding and winding assembly shop is
represented in Appendix IV. These core windings are highly sophisticated products and require very
complex and precise manual manufacturing operations. The production is initiated on an order basis,
and each project is customer specific. Due to the complexity and non-standardised products, it is very
difficult to implement automation to this production line. Every transformer order initiates a project
which consists of several numbers of core windings depending upon the number of legs/cores of the
transformer and number of windings on each core. Windings in a project primarily differ from each
other based on the type of windings and winding number. Therefore each subproject has a winding
number which could be A, B, C or D and a winding type which could be Disc winding (DI, DO, DODI, DO-DI-DS, DO-DS), Helical (H1, H2, HL1, HL2) or Layered (L1, LL1, LL2). The combination of
winding type and the winding number is represented in Figure 4.
DI
DO
Disk

DO-DI
DO-DI-DS

Winding Number
A, B, C or D

DO-DS
H1
Winding type

H2
Helical
HL1
HL2
L1
Layered

LL1
LL2

Figure 6: Combination of Winding number and Winding type.
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The windings from a project with the exact specification are referred to as ‘subprojects’ in this study.
Due to the complexity of the products, the simulation model was limited to two projects. As the firm
wanted to keep the name of the studied projects anonymous, therefore, the projects were renamed as
Project X and Project Y. Project X and Y had 4 and 3 number of orders, respectively. The simulation
data is based on these two projects. A detailed description of the projects is presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Project and subproject description.

Project name

Project X

Number of

Sub Project

Winding

Number of

Total number

project

(Project name +

type

subprojects (b)

of subprojects

orders (a)

Winding number)

4

(c = a x b)

Project X A

DO-DI

2

8

Project X B

DO-DI

2

8

Project X C

H1

2

8

Project X D

LL1

2

8

Total number of windings produced
Project Y

3
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Project Y A

DO

3

9

Project Y B

DO-DS

3

9

Project Y C

LL1

3

9

Total number of windings produced
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The main reason to choose Project X and Project Y for this simulation model was the difference in their
complexity. Project X is a quite complex project and has over 25 days of lead time. Project Y, on the
other hand, is a comparatively simple project and has lower lead times. Therefore, these two projects
were chosen in order to cover substantial differences in process time and a broad spectrum of the
winding types.

4.3 PRODUCT FLOW DESCRIPTION
Along with the products the product flow is very complicated in the production line. The flow is not
linear, and the flow also depends upon the type of windings and the size of windings. The production
line layout was built to accommodate A, B and C windings as there are designated stations (process 3
and process 5) for such windings. For larger windings, i.e., D and E the flow becomes even more
complicated as many processes are performed on one station. For better understanding, the flow
description of Project X A is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Process flow description.

All the subproject with of winding number A follows the same flow. Therefore, ProjectY A has the
same flow. The same goes with the other winding number of B and C. Windings A and B have a common
Process2 station which is Process2 stationA whereas for windings C and D Process2 stationB was used
as the common station. Process 4 station was standard for all the four windings.
Furthermore, the case of D winding is different. As the plant layout was not built to accommodate outer
windings like D, therefore, Process2 and Process3 of the D winding are performed at the Process3
stationC (refer Appendix III).

4.4 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
The first step in the study was related to data collection. In order to collect data, several ERP documents
and handwritten reports were analysed. A thorough analysis of data from different sources was
extremely important for the validation of study in the later stages.

Production data and regression model
The first step in the data collection was analysing different data sources from several ERP systems.
Documents were analysed in order to get different information regarding setup time, process time,
buffer, etc. Due to company policies and longer lead times of products, it was difficult to track the
product flow or the time each process took at their respective workstations. ERP that was earlier used
for making a regression model for the production line was thoroughly analysed. This regression model
is extensively used as a decision support tool for capacity and resource planning. To analyse this data
and the regression model, several interviews were conducted with production planner and production
development specialist. Interviewing them was necessary as the product development specialist
prepared the regression model, and the production planner extensively uses this model for tactical
planning. Both quoted the regression model as ‘highly reliable’ and ‘accurate’. Production planner said
it was ‘easy to use’ and planning according to this model has ‘often’ given ‘positive’ results.
The regression model is based on historical data of different projects from 2015 to 2017. This ERP
document was an MS Excel file containing the design parameters or the product specification that
affected the timing for different processes in the product. These parameters were assumed to be related
linearly to the processing time. The document was based on more than 500 projects. Due to the high
complexity and non-standardised product, analysis of the historical data was critical. The main
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objectives to study this document were: i) to understand the process time distribution over the different
projects, ii) to identify product families, iii) to get data regarding disturbances and machine availability.
All these data were collected in order to make the first step towards data collection for VSM and
simulation.

Finding 1
There were some interesting findings from analysing the data of the regression model document. The
distribution of the processing time over the projects varied a lot. It was challenging to separate product
families based on the processing time. The main hurdle to separate the product families was due to the
significant variation in process times.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the distribution of the process times of winding and winding assembly for
560 projects and the variation of the process times. There is a variation in the processing time ranging
from less than 50 hours to over 500 hours for winding and from 30 hours to over 900 hours for winding
assembly. This variation in the processing time is profoundly affected by the mix and nonstandardisation of the products. Some products are simple and take comparatively less time compared
to the products which are highly complex and challenging to manufacture. This variation is also common
in other operations on the production floor.

Figure 8: Process time for winding for 560
subprojects.

Figure 9: Process time for winding assembly for 560
subprojects.
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Finding 2
There was a variation in process time for similar projects. The data were filtered based on the similar
project number with products of exact parameters and specification. The processing time varied a lot,
which means there is a considerable variability in the system. The results are presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Variation process time (Process1) for Project X.

Project
name

Number
of
products

Average of
process
time (hrs)

Max of
process
time
(hrs)
345.1

Variance in
process times
(hrs)

Coefficient of
variance
(%)

300.087

Min of
process
time
(hrs)
214.6

Project X A

8

50.24

16.74

Project X B

8

303.412

282.9

332.8

20.36

6.71

Project X C

8

73.362

25.5

97.1

23.15

31.56

Project X D

8

112.92

77

185

36.83

32.62

Table 10 shows the analysis of Project X with sub-projects as A B C and D. Each of these subprojects
has an exact similar specification. A modest variation in the processing time can be seen. For instance,
there is a difference of over 100 hours in between two similar projects. So, even if the line produces
exact similar products, there is some variability in the system which can be caused due to various
disturbances. Such disturbances can be in the form of unavailability of the machines, unavailability of
resource, rework, maintenance of the machines and manual processes itself lead to variances. The
previous attempts to make the simulation model have failed and that was one the reason to initiate this
project. Also, this project would become a foundation for a three-year-long simulation project of the
entire production line.

Finding 3
Another finding was related to the regression model in general. There was just one regression model for
the entire range of projects. Upon analysing the different parameters that affected the project, it was
found that some parameters were product-specific, depending on the kind of the windings it was. For
example, all Disk type (or D type) windings are dependent on specific parameters that were different
from helical and layers windings. This also meant that several factors in the current linear regression
model took null values because of this. Also, statistical analysis of the regression model showed there
were parameters that showed high collinearity, which can result in inflation. The data was divided into
three product families as proposed earlier, and three different sub regression models were developed,
and the results were compared. The results are represented in Table 11.
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Table 11: Comparison between old and new regression model.

Winding Type

Old regression model

New regression model

R sq.

81.70%

82.02%

AIC

5 505

2 540

Correct Prediction

35.10%

43.88%

R sq.

67.12%

69.80%

AIC

5 505

1 799

Correct Prediction

35.10%

53.85%

R sq.

25.13%

25.02%

AIC

5 505

1 160

Correct Prediction

35.10%

40%

D type
(Disk)

H type
(Helical)

L type
(Layered)

The three new regression models proposed, scored better on a various statistical test like r sq. test,
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) analysis and correct prediction percentage. From Table 11, it can
be concluded that a new regression model scored slightly better in R sq. test (L type being an exception).
Also, these three models score had better in AIC test (lower is better) and had better correct prediction
score. These statistical tests are important as they represent the fitness of the model to the real data. R
sq. test defines the fitness of curve to the real data, and AIC is an estimator of the relative quality of
statistical for a given data set (lower the AIC value the better is the model compared to the other). Even
on improving the regression model yet the correct predictions are still low which concludes that some
parameters which affect the system have been missed out. Also, the new regression model is built on
the design parameters performed without including any human factors such as disturbances in the form
of breaks, sick leave, work experience, maintenance of machine etc. Non-inclusion of the human factor
plays a significant role in this labour-intensive manufacturing line, and this could be one of the reasons
for the low correct prediction.
These results were analysed and discussed with the production development manager and production
development specialist. The production development manager quoted the results as an ‘interesting’
finding and would like to have planning and decision-making activities based on these product families.
He also added by saying that it would be interesting if they have similar results with the other regression
models that are used in another production floor of the plant. The production development specialist
who was responsible for the construction of the regression model said they had a ‘similar’ idea of having
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different regression models for product families but due to the time constraint, it was not implemented.
Both the new and old regression model scored very low in R sq. test for L type windings.
Further analysis with the production specialist revealed that there are some precise parameters standard
for L type windings, which were not included in the original regression model. Due to the time
constraints of this study, it was not possible to add these parameters in the new model and check the
results. When asked about the high variability in the system, they responded by saying it is very
‘common’ when the system has high manual oriented work. They also suspected errors due to manual
data entry as one of the causes resulting in variability.

4.5 CURRENT PRODUCTION DATA COLLECTION
During the study, several problems were faced that were directly linked to manual data collection. As
other methods to acquire empirical data was purely based on tools like regression model, VSM and
simulation. Before analysing the data, it was essential to understand how the data was actually collected
from the production floor. Currently, all the data collected from the production line is done manually.
There is no interlinked connection between the machines and the ERP system. Printed time tickets which
include expected time for each operation is prepared and given to the operator at the start of each project.
The operators then handwrite these time tickets at the end of each shift. This also includes the
information about the disturbances, which is handwritten down by the operators in the ‘comment’
column. The supervisor then picks up and reviews the time ticket and then manually feeds into the ERP
system manually. Supervisors are also responsible for the collection of other production-related data.
For instance, the data related to buffer and buffer levels are manually collected. This data becomes an
important production status information. This process is visually represented in Figure 8.

Figure 10: Current data collection method from shop
floor.
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4.6 QUALITY OF DATA
Along with the unavailability of data, the quality of data was also a big issue. This issue primarily
affected the data collection time during the project. Uncertainty about the processing time, very large
variances in historical data, and non-standardised way of data handling added to the difficulty during
validation of collected data. Since last year the company has started collecting the project progress data
daily. This new method of data collection is in the form of progress report spreadsheet fed manually by
operators and then validated by an additional resource at the end of each shift and updated in an excel
sheet. This method was implemented to check daily work progress and to be compared to the deviation
concerning the timings generated for each operation through a regression model. Also, the production
development manager said it was implemented in order to give some feeling of TAKT to the operators.
These reports consist of information regarding date, week number, actual process time and comment
which are supposed to fill by the operators. Several expected times for each operation are filled by the
planner and later analysed by him when there is a deviation from the timings written down by the
operators. Any information regarding disturbances or delays is written in the comment section by the
operators. There are two reports for each winding and winding assembly. Several such reports were
analysed to get process timings during VSM and modelling. With several ERP documents analysed,
common issues related to the quality of data is presented in Table 12.
Table 12: Issues with production data quality.

Issues

Descriptions

Accuracy

A large variation in process timings. Data were not accurate with several factors
affecting it.

Correctness

Non-standardised report structure. Different labels for the same data.

Duplication

Just one source of data so cannot be evaluated.

Consistency

Centralised ERP system, not present. Scattered data in different EPR system.

Timeliness

Not encountered

Validation

Large variation and incomplete data made data validation difficult.

Reliability

Uncertainty in the organisation regarding what quantity to measure. Unrealistic
data encountered.

Completeness Several uncompleted reports. Assumptions made during data analysis and planning.
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Finding 1
One of the key findings was the non-standardised format of the reporting document. Format of the
reports differed drastically from each other. This adds to the issue of unstandardised data acquisition.
Without a specific format, some reports had inadequate information regarding the processing time and
disturbances.

Finding 2
Many of the reports were incomplete, and some key information was missing like date and week
number, which made it difficult to get information regarding lead time and buffer levels. Incomplete
data collection is one of the important issues discussed by many authors regarding manual data entry.
Also, not in every report, the information about the delays and the disturbances was filled. Even with
the projects suffering delays, this section was mostly kept vacant. Valuable information regarding
disturbances and type of disturbances contributing to variability in process times were lost.

Finding 3
While analysing historical data of the winding assembly floor, it was found that there was missing
information about the variance. The data showed that all the sub-project had equal process time, unlike
the winding floor data. When asked the production development specialist regarding this, she said, as
many of the processes in the assembly takes place in parallel, and it is extremely difficult to get the
timing of each subproject. So, the overall time for the project was divided by the number of subprojects
to get an average time for each subproject.

4.7 VALUE STREAM MAPPING
Value stream mapping is a two-step process, first defining the current state where the setting of goals is
done followed by identifying the future state map. As mentioned, earlier and in this case study, VSM
was used to have a better understanding of the flow of the products and the overall process. However,
VSM was primarily used to identify the missing data which is required in order to build a simulation
model of the system. Initially, in order to create the VSM, understanding the flow of the windings of
the transformer section was an important part. This was done through the semi-structured and
unstructured views with the production development manager and production development specialist.
Later the data provided by the firm through the ERP system were analysed, where the process timings
of each station were obtained. The data provided by the firm were extensive with a mix of relevant and
irrelevant data, and therefore, it was hard to understand what data were missing. This was one of the
reasons why value stream mapping was done. Through the ERP system, a map of the shop floor was
given access to. On receiving this map, a meeting with the production planner was scheduled to
understand the exact flow of the different products. The flows were marked with arrows on the map for
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better visualisation. Table 13 shows what process timings were obtained through the ERP system of the
different products.
VSM is a pen and paper tool and therefore, some rough value stream map was made in the beginning.
The grouping of the product families was done similar to the regression model. On starting, the flows
were divided where the Disc windings always went on the vertical machines during the winding shop
whereas the Helical and Layered went mostly to the horizontal machines and therefore it had to be
converted to a vertical position with another additional process, and therefore they had a difference in
the flow. Yet on the assembly side, the winding type did not matter as they went through all the stations.
An aggregation of 500 projects was taken where a minimum and maximum time was obtained for each
station to show how much variability was present within the different products. While mapping the
system, several missing data were obtained, represented in Table 13.
Table 13: Missing data for various subprojects found with VSM.

Operations
/Product

Project X
A

Project X
C

Project V
A

Project
C

Project W
B

Process 1

343.6hr

74.7hrs

53hrs

397hrs

425hrs

Process 2

15hr

15hrs

15hrs

15hrs

15hrs

Process 3

141.6hrs

1.4hrs

1hr

184.1hrs

136.6hrs

124.6hrs

65.2hrs

Process 4
Process 5

36-48hrs
79.9hrs

91.4hrs

57hrs

Missing Data
C/O, convert
horizontal to
vertical process
time, buffer time
C/O, setup,
resource. transport
time, buffer time
C/O, setup,
resource, transport
time, buffer time
C/O, transport time,
buffer time
C/O, transport time,
buffer time

Finding 1
On performing the VSM, various missing data related to process times came forward. As it is evident
from the Table 13 (also refer Appendix I), change over times from all the stations were missing which
basically means how long it took to prepare the machine when the product was changed from one to
another. Setup timings were also missing for all stations except the Process1 station. In some cases, the
setup times were included in the process times since the historical data in the past was calculated
manually where operators themselves had input the data in the system. Therefore, they did not separate
the different times and kept it as one whole time from the start till the end of the process. Furthermore,
the resources on the winding assembly side were not well known since there were three windings that
could be worked on simultaneously on Process3 Station and Process5 Station, making it a parallel
station. Therefore, it was not clear if two or three operators were required on these stations.
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Finding 2
As observed from the VSM (refer Appendix I), there was a huge variation in process times present
which showed how much the process times actually varied from product to product. On identifying the
missing data, it was presented to the production development manager and production development
specialist who believed that they had quite a lot of data missing. Yet it was made clear to them that it
was hard to jump to a conclusion since there was so much variability and simulation was required to
obtain a deeper analysis. The production development manager during the presentation talked about
having some data of the buffer timings and later access was provided to this data with an analysing tool
to analyse the data. Also, the production development manager and production development specialist
gave suggestions to find different ways to collect the missing data for future use to develop the model
further. Information about the resources were clarified on meeting with the production planner.

4.8 CONSTRUCTION OF SIMULATION MODEL
The construction of the simulation model was done to duplicate the real system into a virtual model to
provide the firm with a decision support tool as well as digitalise the workflow to some extent. As
described earlier, the case study was done on the winding part of the transformers section. The winding
production floor was separated into two parts called the winding shop and the winding assembly.
Therefore, it was convenient and feasible to make separate models in the beginning and then later
combine them. The simulation of the winding shop was done first.

Modelling of winding shop
As discussed in section 4.2, two projects, Project X and Project Y were chosen for the simulation study.
The basic model of the winding shop was made using FACTS analyser. The desired icons which
represent the operations were easily dragged and dropped on to the screen. It was reasonably easy to
construct the model since there were not a lot of different flows. Two different flows existed in the
model. As previously mentioned, the windings were grouped into Disc windings (D type), Helical
windings (H type) and Layered windings (L type). During the interviews with the production planner
and employees, it was discovered that most of the times the Disc windings went onto the vertical process
machines and the Helical and Layered windings went on to the horizontal process machines. Therefore,
two flows were created where the horizontal machines were always dedicated to Helical and Layered,
and a mix of all the windings went on the vertical machines.
As it was observed that there was some variability in the timings it was necessary to give a variance in
the model. Therefore, a standard deviation of the real-time from the regression model was calculated.
In the model, the processing time was selected as lognormal distribution with the actual time as well as
a standard deviation. The reason why lognormal distribution was chosen because it has the right skew,
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which is better for representing manual work times as well as the opportunity to input variance as it was
required in this case. Also, the previous studies related to the simulation model of manual operations
have preferred lognormal as a distribution for manual works. From the previous findings of the VSM,
it was observed that there were missing timings of the conversion of horizontal to the vertical station as
well as the transportation timings. In this case, a crane was used for transportation. Therefore,
assumptions were made after consulting the subject matter experts. It was mainly the production planner
and the employees. After making some assumptions, this model was then shown to the subject reader
for improvement and feedbacks. He suggested to include resources for a more in-depth analysis.
Therefore, resources were added with a timetable, which included three working shifts and breaks as
well. It made the model more realistic, representing the real production floor. The model validation was
done with the project planner, and on seeing the model, he believed it represented the real-life scenario.
However, it was difficult for him to tell as there was so much variation between the products. On
showing this initial model to the production development manager, he was quite impressed with the
model saying he could easily visualise the flow with this model. Therefore, this was a high starting point
in this regard and accelerated the construction of the winding assembly model.

Modelling of winding assembly floor
The flow was very complicated and therefore in order to make the readers understand, the labels used
in the simulation model such as BS_A which means Process3 station A, BS_B means Process3 station
B and same for BS_C. The SP label, which means Process2 StationA and BP means Process2 station B.
The P4 label means Process4 and AS_A means Process5 Station A, AS_B means Process5 station B
and same for AS_C. The different processes can be understood by referring to section 4.3 to have a
better understanding. The product flow subprojects A and B winding numbers are represented in Figure
10 and Figure 9 respectively.
BS_B
(Process3
Station A)

SP
(Process2
Station A)

P4
(Process4)

SP
(Process2
station A)

AS_B
(Process5
Station A)

Figure 11: Flow of Project X/Y_A according to simulation model

BS_A
(Process3
Station B)

SP
(Process2
station A)

P4
(Process4)

SP
(Process2
station A)

AS_A
(Process5
Station B)

Figure 12: Flow of Project X/Y_B according to simulation model

The winding assembly was quite complicated since the production flow was mainly based on what kind
of subproject it was. It could be either A, B, C and D, and that decided which station it would go to,
which meant the grouping of the product families were based on product flow. Therefore, the winding
assembly model consisted of four flows for subprojects A, B, C and D. Each flow was made separately.
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Flow A started from the store and went to parallel stations BS_A1, BS_A2, BS_A3 (Process3) whereas
flow B went to BS_B1, BS_B2 and BS_3, and they both went to SP for Process2. The flows were similar
for A, B, C except they all had their dedicated stations. Some common stations used where SP for A and
B and BP for C and D. P4 (Process4) was common for all windings. There were quite a few difficulties
encountered in the beginning due to the complex, non-linear and repetitive flows where some of the
processes happened twice like Process2, which is labelled as SP and BP according to the simulation
model. Another difficulty was the limitation of the software where it was unable to put two timings for
the same product, and therefore the pre-Process2 was skipped on SP and BP station. Coincidently when
the product goes back to SP before and after P4, the timings were similar without any variances.
Therefore, it was easy to input it in the model. Also, the pre-Process2 time was added on SP and BP.
The product flow of subproject C and D are represented in Figure 12 and Figure 11 respectively.
Moving on, subproject D had a complicated flow since it did not have a separate BS_D (Process2)

BS_C
(Process3
Station C)

BP
(Process2
Station B)

P4
(Process4)

BP
(Process2
Station B)

BS_C
(Process3
Station C)

Figure 13: Flow of Project X_D according to simulation model
BS_C
(Process3
Station C)

BP
(Process2
Station B)

P4
(Process4)

BP
(Process2
Station B)

AS_C
(Process5
Station C)

Figure 14: Flow of Project X/Y_C according to simulation model

station and AS_D station. Therefore, the subproject D always used BS_C both for Process3 and Process5
(refer Appendix III). The BS (Process3) and AS (Process5) stations are parallel stations where three
products of the same project with the same sub-project could be worked on simultaneously. Facts have
an option of a parallel operation where one could input how many operations one wants within it, but it
was decided to use three normal operations in parallel for better visualisation. This brought in various
difficulties since the particular product would always go to the first station from the AS_A1, AS_B1
and AS_C1 parallel stations making the other two unutilised, same was the case with flow D when it
went from the BP to BS_C for the second time for Process5. Therefore, a parallel operation was used in
place of the regular operation. This solved the above problems. When the model was tried, it worked
well, but there was a problem faced due to the P4 (Process4 station). P4 was a parallel operation allowing
five products at a time in a real-life scenario, but in the simulation model it was not synchronised which
meant that the P4 would not wait for another part, it would process one send it to the buffer, process the
next and send it to the buffer and so on. Therefore, a synchronised entry timeout of one day was selected,
and the model was tried again. The model worked well, but something that was missing were the
resources. Facts have a limitation where no resources can be applied on parallel stations, which made it
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another hurdle. This was later fixed by using three regular stations working in parallel and resources
were added with a timetable to make it more realistic. The combination of the model took a while since
it could not be directly combined and therefore, the first winding shop model was opened, and the
winding assembly flows and operations were remade in that file. The winding assembly file was opened
in parallel so it would be accessible to input times fast. The simulation model in FACTS analyser is
represented in Figure 13.

Figure 15: Simulation model for winding and winding assembly.

Findings 1
The main findings from the simulation model were how specific relevant missing data that could not be
identified through VSM were found. As known, no production line is ideal, meaning there are always
disturbances present in the form of unavailability of the machine, breakdown of machine, maintenance
of the machine, etc. This missing data was identified while creating the simulation model and on
interviewing the production development specialist, it was known that the timings were involved in the
actual times. On observing the excel sheet with detailed planning, there were comments provided in
Swedish for the reasons of delay due to disturbances. This issue is discussed later and how new data
collection techniques can resolve this issue (refer section 5). From the previous findings of the VSM, it
was observed that there was a substantial amount of data missing. Assumptions of these data were made
in order to input them into the simulation model. The assumptions were made qualitatively through
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interviews with subject matter experts. For example, the missing data for the setup times for each
machine were assumed to be an hour as per the operators working there. The detail about missing data
and assumption is represented in Table 14. The changeover times were hard to assume since when asked
to the employees a lot of them answered it depends in some cases it can be null between two different
products, and it can be four hours between the same products. On the winding shop, the transportation
was done by the crane, and therefore the crane timings were assumed to be two hours. It was hard to do
it on the winding assembly as it would complicate the flows very much as it was already very complex.
Disturbances like downtime, availability, changeover time could not be assumed as the subject matter
experts had no idea of them. Therefore, these parameters were skipped rather than making unrealistic
assumptions, which would lead to an inaccurate model.
Table 14 shows the missing data and the assumptions made to make the simulation model. The column
named as assumptions is either filled with yes or no, where no meaning not assumed and yes meaning
it has been assumed with a figure of the number of hours in the bracket. The last column named as on
consultation with suggests that if the data should be assumed or not and how much, were discussed with
the subject matter experts (SMEs).
Table 14: Missing data and assumptions made to the simulation data.

Missing Data

Assumptions

On consultation with

Disturbances

No

Production development specialist

Down time

No

Production development specialist

Availability of Machines

No

Production planner and Operators

Conversion from Horizontal to Vertical
Operation

Yes (4 hours)

Operators

Changeover times

No

Operators

Setup times

Yes (2 hours)

Operators

Transportation time within the shop

Yes (2 hours)

Operators

Findings 2
Performance parameters
After the modelling of the system, the performance parameters of the system were analysed by
conducting several experiments. Due to the long lead time of the products, it was essential to experiment
runs with a longer duration. The performance parameters are illustrated in Diagram 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Diagram 1 shows the lead times of the various projects as well as the whole plant. One could observe
that Project X_B_DO_DS has the longest lead time because it was one of the most sophisticated
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products to produce, followed by Project Y_B_DO_DI. Diagram 2 represents the Work in Progress,
which means the number of parts being worked on at a given time. The diagram shows Project
XA_DO_DI, Project XB_DO_DI and Project Y_B_DO_DS have high work in progress. Diagram 3
represents the number of parts produced. For this experiment, the simulation horizon was kept at 350
days and warm up time as 250 days.

Diagram 1: Lead time result for the simulation model. The x-axis shows the different products.

Diagram 2: Work in Progress (WIP) results of the simulation model. The bars represent the average WIP
for each project (on the x-axis).

Diagram 3: Produced parts results of the simulation model.

Diagram 5 shows the machine utilisation of different objects. The Process4 operation (P4_OP1) has a
large portion of their utilisation as waiting. Also, the Process3 stations (BS_Xs) have a pattern with a
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large portion of utilisation being waiting for resources. The reason for this is due to the fact that the
number of resources limits the max work in progress. The number of resources is less compared to the
number of workstations and resources are shared between the workstations. There is a high possibility
that at many occasions, the stations are waiting for resources. Diagram 4 shows the bottleneck analysis
of the system. Overall, the P4 is one of the bottlenecks with the highest percentage of a sole bottleneck.
Process2 stations are also a bottleneck with a higher percentage of being a shifting bottleneck.

Diagram 4: Bottleneck analysis of the simulation. The x-axis represents the simulation objects which are
bottleneck to the system.

Diagram 5: Utilisation results of the simulation model. The bar indicates the different type of utilisation
for each simulation object (on the x-axis).

Simulation as a decision-support tool
One of the research questions in this study was related to the use of simulation as a decision-support
tool. After the model of the system was prepared and had initial validation done, the production planner
was interviewed. The interview was semi-structured, and questions were related to potential
improvements he wants to make in operation to make sure the production is more streamlined and
efficient. He stated that it is difficult to make an impetuous decision due to the high complexity of the
process and high cost associated with that. However, he was looking forward to implementing changes
in the future. According to him some of the operations can be changed, for example, the parallel stations
do not perform mixed operations. Process5 stations (Process5 Station A, B & C) and the Process3 station
(Process3 Station A) only take parts for similar subprojects while performing the parallel operations. As
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they are parallel station and in the current state, they only take windings from the same project for the
operation. He said the management is looking towards the implementation of this new way of operation.

4.8.3.1 What-if analysis
To implement the change suggested by the production planner, a what-if analysis was performed. A
what-if analysis in simulation study is based on changing specific parameters of the system and
comparing the new results with the old results.

Scenario 1: Mixed operation on parallel stations
As discussed with the production planner, currently, all the parallel stations are non-mixed type parallel
station. This means that two different products cannot be processed simultaneously. To implement
scenario 1, specific changes were made in the current simulation model. The setting for parallel statin
AS_A, AS_B, AS_C were changed (Mixed process changed from False to True). This will make sure
that the logic will not obstruct parts coming to the station. The simulation model was run with the same
setting as the previous, current setting, and the results were compared.
There were not many changes in the results. Almost all the parameter remained constant. The overall
produced part was constant, i.e., 33 parts. However, there was a slight change in the bottleneck
percentage, the overall bottleneck of the P4 station decreased slightly by 2% compared to the original
model (refer Diagram 6).

Diagram 6: Bottleneck analysis of the new simulation model for scenario 1.

Scenario 2: Increasing the capacity of P4 station and synchronised entry time
According to the model, P4 was the bottleneck. Scenario 2 of what-if the analysis is focused on the
capacity of Process4 station (P4 object in the model). The capacity is changed by adding one more
parallel operation. As this operation largely depends on the synchronised entry of the products, this
parameter was also increased. The following changes were made to the system. Parallel_OP of P4 was
changed from 4 to 5, and entry synchronised time changed from 6 hours to 12 hours. Now, the P4 station
will wait for 12 hours to collect the parts before starting the parallel operation. There were some exciting
changes in the performance parameter of the system. Although there were two more parts produced, the
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overall bottleneck of P4 decreased drastically (from 11% to 3%). The new bottleneck in this scenario is
BS_B1, BS_B2 and BS_B3, which are the parallel station for Process3 for B windings. The rise in
produced parts accounts to 6%, which is quite significant for a production plant like this.

Diagram 7: Bottleneck analysis of new simulation model for scenario 2.

Validation
To validate the model, a mixed qualitative and quantitative approach was taken. This mixed approach
was important for validation due to the lack of data. Validation of the model was done in several steps.
First, the flow of the model was validated with the production planner several times as the flow of the
production line was very complex and needed thorough verification. The winding and winding assembly
part of the model was also verified with subject matter expert (SME) and the results were verified.
According to them, the results were realistic and represented real-life scenario. In the end, the final
model was, and the concept model was also validated with production planer, production development
specialist and production development manager and had positive results. The model was tested for 350
days, with 250 days of warm-up time and 100 iterations. The model produced ‘nearly’ as many products
as line’s quarterly average, quoted by the production development manager. Adding to that, he said that
simulation tools could help in future resource and capacity planning as the line is a based-on batch
production. To have better validation of the model, the final model was compared with the historical
data for the same project collected by a different source. This source was not the part of the regression
model and was not used in collecting data for the model and simulation. The parameters compared are
shown in Table 15.
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Table 15: Comparison of lead time from simulation study and buffer ERP data.

Sub Project

Project X_A_DO_DI

Lead time from
simulation model
(in number of days)
19.94

Lead time from
buffer data
(in number of days)
25.375

Percentage difference

-23.9

Project X_B_DO_DI

29.02

32.75

-9.83

Project X_C_H1

21.781

17.75

+16.77

Project X_D_LL

20.90

18.75

+10.85

Project Y_A_DO

15.1

14.88

+1.46

Project Y_B_DO_DS

23.97

11.44

+70.77

Project Y_C_LL1

19.96

15.44

+25.53

The comparison of lead time from a simulation study to that of buffer ERP data can be termed as
reasonably accurate except for ProjectY_B_DO_DS. In this case, the Simulation data looks quite
realistic because it actually takes much time to produce a DO_DS winding and hence it could be possible
that the buffer ERP data is inaccurate as the production development manager mentioned that the data
from the buffer ERP system is not reliable. There was another interesting finding, Project X, which is
comparatively complex and difficult to manufacture took, has shorter lead time in the simulation model.
Whereas, Project Y, which is relatively easy to produce, took much more time to produce in comparison
to the buffer ERP data.
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5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In this section, the results and the findings are analysed in accordance with the research questions. This
section brings up results relevant to each of the research questions addressed in this study.

5.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 1
What are the gaps in terms of production data availability and data quality in order to model
and simulate the manual production line in an Engineering to Order business setup?
It is evident from the several findings that the firm is missing production data. Manual data collection,
non-automated processes and non-availability of advance machinery are the main reasons for this huge
data gap. Such kind of data issue is common for production systems with a low level of automation.
With increased automation and the use of more advance machines with more IT, capabilities make it
easier for the production systems to overcome these issues with data. With interconnected or better
cyber-physical systems, it is much easier to collect the data and manage them (Choi, et al., 2015; Negri,
2017). The analysis of historical production data, VSM and simulation modelling found important data
that were missing from the several ERP systems of the production line. This step by step technique to
find the data gap was important as each of the methods had their own findings and complemented each
other’s results, which led to better internal validation of the results. For instance, through the analysis
of the historical data, it was found that only the buffer data was a good quality, but primary data, such
as process time, setup time were lacking. According to several authors, these primary data are important
for digitalisation, especially simulation projects (Robinson, 2004; Singhania, 2015).
VSM was used as a tool to complement the data collection for simulation modelling. It was easy to get
information regarding the flow and individual process. While constructing the VSM, it was found that
buffer time and buffer capacity in between the processes were missing. These missing data related to
the buffer are important for modelling as it will make the model more realistic and easier to validate.
This goes well in line with what Bärring et al. (2018) mentioned, that value stream mapping supports
data collection. Yet various studies, previously in the literature review section, describe how VSM can
be used as a tool to decrease lead time, buffer and to analyse non-value adding activities in different
ETO industries like the transformer industry, aircraft maintenance, ship building and construction
(Kjersem, et al., 2015; Seth, et al., 2017; Ratnayake & Stadnicka, 2017). Yet for this study, VSM was
just used as a support tool for simulation.
While modelling the system, several data were found to be missing. For example, data related to
disturbances, machine availability, the capacity of buffers, etc. Though these are classified as tertiary
data but are equally important to collect in order to make the simulation model more realistic to the real
system (Robinson, 2004), other authors have also given importance to rich amount of data for the
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simulation project (Altiok & Melamed, 2007; Pidd, 1995). The recent efforts to collect data were flawed
as well since it was non standardised and was difficult to analyse. To overcome these flaws, several
suggestions were made (refer section 5.2). The issues addressed by the thesis regarding the missing
production data will motivate the company to collect more relevant data in the future. Summary of the
missing data is represented in Table 16.
Table 16: Summary of missing data.

Missing Data

Importance

Availability

Process time

Primary

Setup time

Primary

Partially available but can be collected

Batch size

Primary

Partially available but can be collected

Change over time

Primary

Not available but can be collected

Buffer time and size

Secondary

Partially available but can be collected

Transportation time

Secondary

Not available but collectable

Disturbances

Tertiary

Not available but can be collected

Time to repair

Tertiary

Not available

Machine availability

Secondary

Not available

Partially available or can be estimated by the regression
model

Another important finding was related to data quality. Along with the data availability, the quality of
data is also important for any system. During this study, the quality of data was an issue during the
modelling of the system. Skoogh et al. (2017) emphasised on similar data quality issues and why it is
important in the DES simulation projects. This issue of data quality is related to manual and nonstandardised data entry. Even though data related to specific parameters were available, after analysis,
it was found that many of the reports were incomplete or had unreliable data. Detailed challenges with
the data quality are represented in Table 12. These issues are quite common if the data is collected by
manual systems. Every time a manual entry is done, there is large possibility of errors (Wolfe, 2010).
Data quality is important for other statistical tools implemented by management. For instance, the
regression model that plays a big role in planning can be largely affected by the quality of data (Wang,
et al., 1993). The regression model analysis (refer Table 11) found similar findings in the old regression
model. The current regression model used by the management scored low correct predictions and AIC
scores. Even though efforts were made to propose an improved regression model, very limited
improvement were seen in the results. Also, poor data quality results in validation and reliabilities issues.
As this thesis faced many of these factors, it will thereby contribute to issues faced by an ETO production
system related to the field of data collection and management.
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5.2 RESEARCH QUESTION 2
How can data acquisition and data quality be improved in an Engineering to Order production
system?
To answer this research question, a qualitative approach was taken. Several kinds of literature and papers
in the field of data acquisition were reviewed. The best practices were analysed and as well as the manner
in which these practices can be implemented in this case study.

Standardised data collection
During this study, the issue related to non-standardised data collection was a big problem. By analysing
the organisational documents, it was evident that the quality of data was largely affected by nonstandardised data collection techniques. The format of the reports was not standard (refer empirical
findings) and many reports from other departments followed their own micro formats, which made the
data interpretation difficult and time consuming. To overcome this issue, we propose a standard format
for data collection. For instance, the new time sheet used to collect the process timings should follow a
standard format and should only collect data that are relevant for entire projects (for example only
collecting process time instead of a number of shifts). Current data collection method involves writing
down delays in ‘free format’. This type of data collection is prone to errors and delays in decisionmaking processes (Weisbrod, 2018). So, instead of using ‘free format’ to record these important data, a
standard checklist of common delays or disturbances occurring in the system will reduce the error and
make the information more quantitative. Data standardisation is part of data quality management, which
is very important for systems suffering from data quality. It improves the data ‘cleanliness,’ which
makes sure that the interpretation of data is easy and helps in validation processes (Allen & Cervo,
2015). This standardised data is also important if the enterprise wants to use ICT technologies like
Business Intelligence (BI) and data visualisation in the future. This will be the first step towards
digitalisation like the case company of this thesis. Standard data collection will complement these ICT
technologies and will make it easier to use and faster to implement if internal standards of data are
followed across all the departments. The standard data collection to some extent helps the management
to improve and optimise operations and process (Sherman, 2015). For simulation, modelling and
optimisation project, data standardisation plays a very important role. Several studies support this claim,
standard data improve quality (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008) and make the data collection process more
streamlined and faster (Perera & Liyanage, 2000). The proposed method goes with the findings of the
pioneers in the field of data collection, simulation and management. The benefits of data standardisation
are illustrated in Table 17.
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Table 17: Benefits of data standardisation

Benefits of data standardisation
Better ICT compatibility in future

Improved data quality

Less error

Clean data

Easy to interpret

Faster decision making

Localised data collection
Another important finding during this study was the current way of data collection (refer figure 8). The
data collection is done manually, reviewed by the supervisor, and then data is manually fed into the ERP
system. This causes an increased workload for the supervisor and more errors in reporting, etc.
To resolve these issues with the current way of production data collection, we propose a localised data
collection technique. The main idea behind this technique is to minimise the middlemen in the data
collection process (in this case, the supervisor). It involves data collection units or computers locally
available to each machine on the shop floor. These units are directly connected to ERP systems. Due to
less automation, it is not possible to directly connect the machine data to computers. In that way, the
data related to process time, disturbance, delays can be fed directly by operators at each machine.

Figure 16 : Proposed computer-assisted manual data collection.

Figure 14 shows the proposed method of production data collection. The advantages of localised data
collection have been discussed in many kinds of literature concerning data error due to manual data
entry. This method of localised data collection minimises the use of handwritten time sheets and free
format of data entry. This method adds to the data standardisation. This method also makes the data
available faster to the ERP and makes real-time monitoring possible (Ćwikła, 2013). This method is also
called computer-assisted manual data collection. This technique can be extremely useful for the manual
production lines as it does not require automated machines or high-level IT capability. Therefore, it can
be extremely beneficial for the systems with a low level of IT maturity like the production line of the
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case company in this thesis. This has been classified as one the easiest way of improving manual data
collection as it requires very little investment in terms of infrastructure. There are still some drawbacks
to this technique. Firstly, data is still manually fed into the system, and secondly, extra training is needed
for the operators in order to make them understand the ERP software (Cohen, 1994).

Semi-automatic /Automatic ways of Data collection
Now the firm collects the process times of the several operations that take place at the stations.
Therefore, during data acquisition, many difficulties were faced as each station had several processes,
and some processes were product-specific, i.e., depending on the different design parameters of the
products. Therefore, it is much easier to collect data regarding the overall time spent by each product at
the station rather than timing each process. Timing overall process at each station will be much easier
as it will just require clock time for product entrance and exit. For instance, if a product goes through
process two then only in and out time for process station two should be collected. This will give the
information about the overall time spent by product at that station regardless of how many small
operations are performed on that station.
This method of data collection goes hand in hand with technologies like Barcode and Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), which measure the entry and exit timings rather than process times. These
Automatic Identification and Data Capturing (AIDC) tools have recently been very popular for data
collection to reduce time consumption and errors in the data collection. The use of semi-automatic and
automatic data acquisition tools like Barcodes and RFID will be more efficient and reliable than the
current way of manual data acquisition. Barcode technology is the most commonly used technology,
especially in warehouse management (Ćwikła, 2013). The implementation of a Barcode technology at
the production floor where the product will be scanned using a barcode scanner by the operator will
automatically capture entry time and the type of the product into the ERP system. This will remove the
effort of manual feeding as well as the errors associated with manual data feeding. Moving on, the RFID
technology is an advance form of barcode technology and is more capable of automation. This reduces
the human intervention. In order to implement this, a small circuit is attached on the products in the
form of a sticker. These RFID tags can be attached to the jigs and fixtures or to the product itself. When
the product reaches a particular station, the radio frequencies are identified by the receiver and which
registers the products directly into the computer. The entry time, out time, number of shifts worked on
the particular product are recorded.
These two methods are part of Real-Time Location System (RTLS) and can identify as well as track the
flow of products at any point of time providing the real-time location (Ramaya, 2015). The barcode is
an easiest, more efficient and cost-effective way to identify or enter information into a computer-based
system, on the other hand, the RFID is more advanced and has long read range but yet it can be quite
expensive (Silvanus, 1991). There are various papers that have shown the benefit of such AIDC devices.
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A paper from Ferrer et al. (2011), shows that there were various benefits of applying RFID in a
remanufacturing job shop such as real-time tracking of the material which leads to shorter lead times,
better planning and scheduling and higher efficiency. Panos & Freed (2007), also demonstrated that the
use of automated data collection methods such as barcodes and RFIDs in an agricultural industry
increased productivity in shipping, inventory counts and less percentage of spoilage.
Moreover, the implementation of barcodes for this firm would be preferable for data collection rather
than RFID, even though the latter has greater benefits. The reason is that the case company heavily relies
on manual data collection and switching directly to RFID may bring severe complications both to the
management as well as the employees. Therefore, implementing barcodes, which is a semi-automatic
way of data collection, is best suited for this firm at present time. This change from manual to semiautomatic, is also much easier to getting adapted to. Ćwikła (2013) had similar findings where the author
suggests that companies collecting data manually should make stepwise transition to semi-automatic
using Barcodes, RFIDs, 3D scanning, etc. Furthermore, companies collecting data through semiautomatic data collection should make a transition to automatic data collection systems through sensors,
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) controllers, CNC machines, industrial robots, etc. The
advantages and disadvantages related to the proposed methods are illustrated in Table 18.
Table 18: Advantages and disadvantages of suggested data collection methods.

Suggestions

Advantages

Localised Data

-

Collection
Barcodes

-

Reduce additional work of data
collection and supervision
Errors reduced

-

Comparatively inexpensive
Easy to use

-

Automatic and does not require
manpower intervention.
Long read range.

RFIDs
-

Disadvantages
-

Still requires manual feeding of data
which can result in errors.

-

Still requires human intervention for
scanning barcodes.
Short read range.

-

Comparatively expensive
Can be difficult to use due to the
transition from manual to automatic
data collection.

5.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 3
How can data-driven tools like discrete event simulation act as a decision support tool for the
Engineering to Order system?
In this case, the simulation study was used to identify the data gaps that could aid in the digitalisation
of the plant. There were several assumptions made while building the simulation model. The assumed
data is taken as missing data. This has helped the management understand the importance of missing
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data which a prolonged barrier towards digitalisation has been and take further steps in promptly
collecting the data. Through simulation, the firm can now, to some extent, base their decisions on
quantitative facts rather than human intuitions, which has been an ongoing trend for several years within
the firm. For example, on analysing the Process4 as the bottleneck, the firm may have an option to
enlarge the capacity of the Process4. On implementing a what-if situation in the simulation model where
if process station 3 and process station 5 could work on different project parts simultaneously rather
than working on the same project part where the current situation is that process 3 station A will only
take A windings of Project X but will not take A windings of Project Y. The result is constant yet there
was a slight decrease in the bottleneck (refer section 4.8.3.1).
Furthermore, another what-if analysis was a virtual scenario analysis where the P4 operation capacity
was increased from 4 to 5 and the synchronise entry time was increased from 6 to 12 hours. This change
in parameter brought forward new results, where not only were the parts increased by two but also the
bottleneck decreased drastically from 11 % to 3 % (refer section 4.8.3.1). The results indicated that the
P4 operation which relied on synchronised entry should wait for 12 hours and collect many parts and
then process them, making the overall utilisation P4 station better as it is a parallel operation station.
The results from the what-if analysis are summarised in Table 19. Moving on, the firm can observe that
the Disc windings have longer lead times and, in that case, they could make various decisions such as
keep their experienced and fast workers working on these parts which could reduce the process times
for such products. Other performance parameters like work in progress, allocation of buffers could also
be carefully analysed in order to find ways for decreasing overall production cost. There was a 6% rise
in produced parts. This rise can be very crucial as the products are costly. Such an increase in the
produced part can result in enormous cost saving for the firm.
Table 19: Summary of what-if analysis.

Model

Part produced

Original model

33

What-if analysis: Scenario 1

33

Performance parameter analysis
P4 station
P4 station with slight decrease in overall
bottleneck.
BS_B1, BS_B2 & BS_B3.

What-if analysis: Scenario 2

35

Bottleneck for P4 station decreased by 7%.
6% increase in part produced.

The simulation model has also brought forward the opportunity to do better planning and forecasting in
terms of the visualised effect of the production floor which could provide a more in-depth analysis than
the linear regression model that is currently used by the firm. This is well agreed by various literature
such by Kumar, 2006 & Robinson (2004) that believed simulation could be used as a decision support
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tool. As it is easier to make decisions over virtual model than on a real system. What-if analysis is a
powerful decision-making tool in business and can easily be analysed through simulation models. A
paper by Detty & Yingling (2000), also suggests that resource and performance parameters generated
by their simulation provide essential information that the management requires in order to benefit the
firm. Furthermore, due to the time constraint, the scope of the thesis did not incorporate the optimisation
part, but in the future, this could be done to aid the firm to take firm decisions on which changes to
make. For example, it could be either how big should the capacity of the P4 be increased to or how
should the resources be distributed to achieve better throughput. During the validation of the concept
model, SMEs were convinced that simulation could help the management to decide on future planning.
It was supported by the fact that the production line is very volatile in terms of performance parameters,
and it changes under the current batch of projects in the line. Due to the customer specific projects, some
batches are difficult or slower to produce. Simulation can help in resource and capacity planning for
such projects in the future.
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6 DISCUSSION
In this section of the thesis, the analysis and the findings of the study are discussed. The current state
will also be discussed along with the proposed improvements and suggestions about what other authors
have identified in similar cases. This will be followed by a review regarding difficulties while conducting
the study.

6.1 DISCUSSION ON RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main objective of the thesis was focused on the gaps related to data availability, data acquisition,
and using simulation as a decision support tool. Therefore, it is essential to discuss the various findings
and results related to the research questions

Importance of production data collection
The case company suffered from lack of many important data types and data with good quality and
thereby showed a considerable data gap. It is important to address this in order for the company to
improve their maturity level towards digitalisation and other ITC technologies in the future. Different
data problems have been discussed in the literature, as well as reasons to why companies should start
focusing on improving their data acquisition and management system. Though these issues are more
easily addressed in automated manufacturing system with better ICT capabilities, even job shop
production systems are pushing towards the data-driven shop floor to have better control over the
production and minimise the losses (Negri, 2017; Waurzyniak, 2015). The case company is ready to
implement digital technologies and wants to take the first step towards digitalisation. Through the
interviews and analysis, it was clear that the non-availability of data and problem related to data
acquisition was one of the biggest hurdles. The findings related to data gap indicate extensive missing
data in production data which is discussed in the earlier section (refer Table 14). Bärring (2018), further
elaborate on the importance of data and why companies should start looking at production data more as
a source of competitive advantage. The issues with data in the case study can be compared with similar
studies where authors discuss about the data caused due to manual data entry and data acquisition
(Ćwikła, 2013). Also, due to manual data entry, the data collection process is non-standardised, and it
made the data collection very difficult and time-consuming. This is the reason why many authors have
elaborated on the advantages of having a structured and standardised data acquisition framework. These
frameworks were proposed in order to establish the collection of available, and non-available data are
collected efficiently for projects involved in simulation and modelling (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008).
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VSM as a data collection tool and support tool for simulation
One of the critical aspects of the abductive research approach of this study was using VSM and
simulation as a way of identifying data gaps rather than using them as a conventional tool for
optimisation. The reason being that the firm had many data gaps in terms of availability and quality
which were barriers in using these tools in its conventional way. VSM is a proven tool, and there are
several kinds of literature focusing on the conventional use of VSM for bottleneck and performance
parameter analysis. However, there were few papers that focused on VSM as a tool for data collection.
This case made it difficult to directly implement VSM as a tool to identify production parameters due
to the variability in production and non-standardised products. As this will result in different VSM for
each project. Seth et al. (2017) also suggested that microconcepts such as Kanban, TAKT time, ConWIP
in VSM do not work in systems with a high variability and that is also the case in this because it is not
possible to involve the microconcepts, contrasting Kjersem, et al. (2015), who managed to implement
such microconcepts while value mapping systems with less variability. Moving on, during this study,
VSM came very handily to identify the missing data, for instance, setup times, change over times, buffer
times, transportation times. Using this approach helped to partially answers the first research question
and complimented the findings from the earlier approach.

Digital data acquisition techniques
After identifying the gaps in the availability and quality of data, the following step was to identify ways
to address this need with the help of digital technologies. The second research question explores the
benefits of using ICT technologies in data collection. Literature were reviewed, and the best practices
in the field of data acquisition were proposed. The proposed methods have already helped similar
industries to have improved data collection. Standardised data collection or standards in data was one
the critical issue that was discussed to improve data quality. Standards are important not just for
manufacturing as they also act as key enablers for other supporting manufacturing processes. The
standardisation efforts in the manufacturing field are immense and growing since the days of the first
industrial revolution. However, there is a lack of standardisation in process and product data
management. Therefore, standardisation can provide a more precise definition to data and can make data
more usable for ICT technologies like Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and other
real-time data collection systems (Lu, et al., 2016). During this case study, the issue of data
standardisation was very prominent as it primarily affected the data collection phase. The reports were
difficult to analyse. Though reports and documents were available in digital format, mainly in
spreadsheets, poor formatting made it challenging to use data analysis tool for these documents.
Proposed data collection through localised data collection, RFID and bar code were aimed to improve
the data quality with minimal intervention of manual data entry and to make sure that production data
is available to ERP system at a much faster rate. These techniques, especially tracking mechanisms,
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have already proven and given positive results in other case studies with large job shop production setup.
Efficient tracking of parts is important in this production line as every product is treated as a unique
product. Even the experienced planner and scheduler can get overwhelmed with this sheer number of
unique parts. The flow complexity of the production line also amplifies the difficulties with scheduling
and planning. Many of the product does not follow a linear production flow, and some operations are
done more than once for some specific projects adding to scheduling complexity (Dew, et al., 2011).
All these data collection techniques were proposed, keeping in mind the ICT maturity and/or capability
of the system. Jumping directly from manual data collection to highly advance data collection like
SCADA does not seem feasible in this case. The two main barriers in adopting new technology are
related to return on investment (ROI) and the approach of management towards the adoption of new
technology. Firstly, it is argued that ROI calculation for these new technology implementations should
not be based on traditional payback model as many of the benefits are intangible in nature and lies
outside the main scope area. Secondly, management should have a better approach towards these
‘creative destructive' technologies, which will pave a path for the adoption of more advanced automated
technologies in the future.

Simulation as a decision support tool
Another key finding was how simulation and modelling could help to find the data gap or missing data.
There is minimal literature regarding this, where simulation can be used as data collection tools. The
simulation itself requires a vast amount of data at several stages (Skoogh & Johansson, 2008). Through
this study, it was quite evident that tertiary data gaps can be known through a simulation project. While
modelling the system, there were several findings regarding missing data (refer to Table 9). The case
company and management were unaware of the importance of these missing data like disturbance and
machine availability, MTTR, etc. Through the experiments, it was shown that these data can primarily
affect the system and should be collected for better planning. The construction of the simulation model
acted as a decision-support tool aiding the manufacturing firm in taking decisions based on quantitative
facts rather than human decisions. Aforementioned is well agreed by various literature that stated that
changes could be made virtually then implemented in a real system (Kumar, 2006; Robinson, 2004).
The simulation model has provided the firm with the opportunity to plan efficiently as well as some
decisions that could be taken for improvement of productivity. Besides that, the bottlenecks were also
investigated, but due to time constraint optimisation could not be done.
Through VSM and simulation modelling, several missing data were identified, where subject matter
experts assumed primary and secondary data, but the tertiary data could not be assumed as the subject
matter experts had no idea about them. Therefore, in this case, the model is not entirely accurate, and,
in such cases, quantifying decisions in exact numbers cannot be taken based on the simulation model
since data difference in a simulation model will provide different results. Skoogh & Johansson (2008);
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Robinson (2004) suggest that simulation model requires intensive amount of data in order to make it as
realistic as possible, requiring a great deal of time and efforts to feed in the required data for an accurate
simulation model. The validation of the model was done with the production development manager and
production development specialist, where they suggested that the model behaves quite realistically.
However, there is much variance in the products and therefore it could be hard for anyone to answer
such a question about the validation of the model and therefore to obtain more accurate data through
semi-automatic/automatic data collection in the future could help in validating the model based on
quantitative data rather than qualitative as done in this case. There are certain other difficulties that came
into play with the simulation model such as technical factors which are difficult for the firm to
understand and therefore technical expertise will be required to use this model in developing a new
approach towards long-term solutions. Many kinds of literature do not bring this problem up, but Sharma
(2015) does discusses similar disadvantages of simulation studies stating that it requires specially trained
resources to construct and analyse simulation models.
The simulation modelling in this thesis was done on complex, unstructured and manual machines
making it substantially complicated for the authors whereas papers by (Jamil & Razali, 2015; Kumar &
Phrommathed, 2006) display the modelling of automated machines. Simulation in these previously
mentioned papers are done on linear flows in a single direction with a single material, but in this case,
there were different component having nonlinear flows. This could be one of the consequences of lack
of implementation of lean tools in such an environment before this case study, but it is believed that this
case study portrays the typical milieu of manual manufacturing processes.

Limitations of simulation as decision support tool
Though with the trend of digitalisation and Industry 4.0, there has been a tremendous rise in the use of
data-driven tools related to data analytics and big data. Such tools have given positive results even in
manufacturing and production. Similarly, simulation is a powerful and proven tool in the field of
business control and planning. Apart from all the benefits, it has certain disadvantages as well. Like any
other data-driven tool, simulation modelling projects require a large amount of data. If there is no data
available, these tools cannot be used to their highest potential. This issue has been addressed many times
across this study. Also, all the data-driven tools are predictive tools and, no one can be 100 per cent
certain of the result. So, the biggest question that comes to everyone’s mind who uses these tools is,
“How much can we rely on these tools?”. Lurie (2012), Founder & CEO of Portent, Inc. quoted that,
“[…] being ‘data-driven’ may sound great in your pitch deck, but it won’t make decisions for you, and
it can’t replace your brain […]”. So even if all these advanced technologies we cannot completely rely
on the data to make decisions. This is mainly because it is very difficult to quantify the qualitative nature
of human intuitions. It was quite evident during this study as well. As the production line was purely
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manual with a very low level of automation, it was challenging to include all the human factors and
instincts in the system.
“What if we start to rely too much on data?” This is a rising concern related to data-driven tools and
creates scepticism in the minds of people. The users of such technologies doubt their own judgement,
experience and expertise. Entirely relying on data and, making a decision because the data says so,
without further examination can result in negative results. Such practices can also lead to possible
misinterpretations. Though, data and facts do not lie, but sometimes they fail to show the complete
picture. This can lead to cognitive bias as argued by several authors (Merendino, et al., 2018).
For the case company, simulation can complement their use of regression models. It is one step ahead
of the regression model and can include several intangible factors which otherwise is not possible to
include in the regression model. Though many factors were still not able to be included in this model.
One of the major shortcomings of the simulation and modelling is the exclusion of factors regarding
environmental and sustainability parameters. There are very little published related to manufacturing
simulation that includes environmental factors. Also, the published research covers a very narrow aspect
of manufacturing sustainability (Heilala, et al., 2010). The main reason for this can be how simulation
is typically used. It is rarely used to experiment with different operational policies that include minimal
waste emission and optimal resource consumption objectives. The current simulation software does not
typically support the sustainability factors or environmental impacts. With an emerging sense of being
sustainable, firms are expected to include the sustainability issues in their simulation studies in future,
but this will require additional programming (Trentesaux & Prabhu, 2014).

6.2 CHALLENGES DURING THE STUDY
During the study, there were some technical as well as some ethical difficulties. The validation of the
simulation model was two step method based both on qualitative techniques like interviews and
discussing the results with the production development manager and production development specialist
and quantitative techniques like analysis of historical buffer data. This tool was quite complicated to use
and interviews with the production development manager had to be done to gain understanding of the
tool. On better data acquisition in the future, model validation could be done based on multiple sources.
Furthermore, due to ethical restriction, it was not possible to time the operators for each process. This
approach is prevalent in a simulation project, as it is more accurate and reliable. Due to this restriction,
different techniques were tried like regression model and interviews to get estimated times for processes.
It was challenging and took more time than expected. Robinson (2004) discussed similar issues related
to the vast amount of data required for simulation projects and is directly proportional to the complexity
of the system.
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The study has its roots in the organisational document to get information related to flows and processes.
Many of these documents were in Swedish, which made it difficult for the authors to interpret. The
language barrier was a problem during walkthrough interviews and observational study as many
operators were unable to speak English. This made the communication difficult, and only specific
English-speaking operators were interviewed which could lead to some bias in the study. Also, this
language barrier caused delays while collecting data. Though it was made sure that all these documents
were extensively analysed, it is possible that some information would have lost due to this language
barrier. Several sensitive documents were needed for analysis, which required special permission and
access, adding to the delays in the data collection phase.

6.3 RESEARCH METHODS AND ETHICS
This thesis followed a mixed approach of inductive and deductive research, also called an abductive
approach. One of the advantages of using an abductive study was that it allowed an opportunity to
explore and experiment with new theories in less researched areas rather than limiting the study to
predefined theories. For instance, the study used the VSM as a data collection tool as well as a testing
simulation in an ETO environment and observing the results. However, if the manufacturing system was
an automated system, then it was possible to follow a more deductive approach as much previous
research has been done in the automated sector regarding simulation and then it would be easy to answer
if simulation could work or not and if yes it could contribute to the generalisation of the research. The
case study was the best research design in order to perform an abductive study as the study needed to
practically be implemented in order to observe if it could work in an ETO environment. The case study
also brought in the ethical perspective of confidentiality as the firm wanted to stay anonymous, making
external validity weak as the projects and processes involved in the production had to be named
anonymously. It is one of the main disadvantages of the case study as it makes the study less general.
Throughout the study a balance was maintained between the confidential issue of the case company and
generalisation require of an academic study. Also, during the study, it was made sure that all the
interview and observational study participants were given clear information about the aim and objectives
of this study. It was done orally before every interview, and also production development manager held
a kick-off meeting with all the operators, production planner and line planner before the start of the
project.
The qualitative study played an essential part in allowing the authors to understand and have a more indepth analysis of the firm’s problem to gain knowledge about the overall complex and unstructured
flow. Quantitative data obtained from ERP system were hard to understand due to the non-structuredness
as well as the complex factors which the authors could not understand in the first go, and therefore the
authors continuously used a qualitative approach always to attain deeper understandings and
clarifications. Other ethical conflicts were also handled in the right way. During the observational study
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and interviews, every participant was given detailed information about the aim and objective of the
study. It was especially crucial for the operators on the productional floor as studies related to
digitalisation and automation creates speculations in the minds of workers about layoffs and loss of jobs.
However, at the same time, it was made sure that this issue does not create any bias in the study, which
can deviate the thesis from its main objectives.
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7 CONCLUSION
This section concludes the study by giving brief summary about aim, motivation and results of the study.
This section ends with discussion about the limitation of this study and possible areas where future
research could be done.

7.1 CONCLUSION
Digitalisation and Industry 4.0 is getting into business and industries very fast. Every day there is new
advancements in technologies related to this field and industries must be on their toes in order to take
advantage of these new technologies. Amongst these, the manufacturing companies are the ones which
are radically investing in these technologies to gain a competitive advantage over their rivals. McAfee
& Brynjolfsson (2012) quoted, “To measure more is to know more” and this statement has been the
mainspring of the thesis and has been justified by the results of the three research questions. From several
studies in the field of digitalisation, it was seen that data is one of the significant factors that play for
and against the enterprises moving in this direction. Earlier studies explored several data issues, for
example, the limited availability of production data and the cases where data are available but suffered
from poor quality. These issues get amplified in the case of ETOs and MTOs where the production
processes are complex, non-standardised and depend heavily on manual work. The current operational
practices in such complex systems and low awareness of the importance of data and data acquisition
motivate the research questions. Therefore, the main aim of the thesis was identifying the issues related
to data availability and quality, as well as how data-driven tools can help in decision making.
The first research question concerns about issues related to the limited availability of production data in
ETO manufacturing systems and why data quality is essential alongside with availability. The study
found that the case company missed several primary and secondary data related to the process parameter
(refer to Table 16). The issue of data quality was also discussed, which further complicates the problems
related to data gap. The second research question focuses on the ways to overcome this problem
addressed in the first research question by suggesting ways of data collection. Data acquisition in the
non-automated and complex production system is comparatively more challenging than automated
systems. Due to the complexity and a high proportion of manual work in the system, it is difficult to
obtain data regarding employees’ activity and material flow. Answering this question, the best practices
regarding production-data collection were explored. The proposed data collection methods like RFID,
localised data collection, the bar code was suggested keeping in mind the IT maturity of the production
system. There are advantages and disadvantages related to each proposed method which should be
carefully analysed in order to minimise the risks and make future investments in these rewarding
technologies. The third research question addresses the values that can be created with the production
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data collected. The vast amount of data enables the firm to have strict control over the production and
operation processes.
Data also makes it easier for enterprises to use data-driven tools like simulation. Through the modelling
and simulation of labour intensive processes is difficult and requires vast amounts of data, but it can act
as a potent tool for resource and capacity planning. Especially in the case of ETO systems where the
human intuition-based decisions practices still prevail, digital technologies like simulation can add as a
powerful decision support tool.
Overall, the case in this thesis provides the reader with understanding the value of production data, the
ways of data acquisition through digital technologies and further motivate why it is essential to collect
production data. It also explores the benefits and difficulties in implementing digital technologies like
simulation and modelling to an ETO system. The management of the case company is working hard to
implement technologies to have better control over their operations and minimise losses. Some of the
vision include using image analysis to identify faults in the windings and having digital twin for the
entire production plant. The authors strongly believe that the implementation of digital technologies will
help the case company to achieve these visions of a future highly efficient plant.

7.2 ACADEMIC CONTRIBUTIONS
Since it is a case study, there is a common problem regarding the replication of the study. The thesis has
been explained as comprehensively as possible to be able to replicate this study. The literature study
shows that there are limited papers when it comes to simulation and VSM as a data collection tool in an
Engineer to Order (ETO) environment and therefore performing more of these kinds of studies can
provide more concrete results and generalisability.
The contribution of this study of using VSM and simulation as well as understanding the different data
acquisition methods could be applied to other ETO organisations that have the following characteristics:
- A manufacturing company that produces low volume with a high variety of products.
- A large proportion of manual labour work.
- The complexity of operations and flow of products.
- Lack of standardisation in operation.
However, it needs to be mentioned that when applying to these industries, some adjustments need to be
done as every industry is unique and have different circumstances. On the other hand, organisations can
learn and gain knowledge from this study in order to drive their organisation towards digitalisation.
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7.3 FURTHER WORK
Due to the time limitation, only the modelling and simulation were conducted for the system. In the
future, the optimisation of the system can be done to make the highest use of capacity and resources.
The optimisation will let the development of new, improved simulation model. Due to the complexity
of the system and highly non-standardised products, the model was checked with only two projects.
With more time and resources, it will be possible to add more projects in the model for the simulation
that will result in better internal replication and validation. Also, many intangible parameters were
difficult to add to the model due to the limitation of the software and the shortage of data. The future
models can include these intangible parameters that will result in a model which is more realistic to the
actual physical system.
Since the study was based on the case study of just one company, it can result in issues with external
validation. Keeping that in mind, the study and the research question were formulated in a very
generalised manner. With that said, similar studies in other ETO systems will make sure if more
generalisation is needed. Conducting similar in other enterprises will help better external validation and
acceptance of the results.
The study can be the base for other similar studies in the field of data acquisition and simulation. Current
literature related to simulation in ETO systems is minimal, so more research is needed in this field that
will motivate such industries to implement these technologies in their production line. It will also be
interesting to see if new research can help ETO production systems to implement new and better data
collection techniques and how data standardisation can help them to move towards digitalisation.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX I: VSM OF THE PRODUCTION LINE
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APPENDIX II: DESCRIPTION OF FACTS OBJECTS

FACTS Objects

Description

ResourceA_W

Resources for morning and afternoon shifts of
winding floor.

ResourceN_W

Resources for night shift of winding floor.

Resource1
Resource2

Resources for afternoon shift of winding
assembly floor.
Resources for morning shift of winding
assembly floor.

BS_XX

Process3 stations

AS_XX

Process5 platforms

Store

In line buffer

VerticalMCX

Vertical Process 1 machines

HorizontalMCX

Horizontal Process 1 machines

CP11,12,13

In line buffers
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APPENDIX III: FLOW DESCRIPTION
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APPENDIX IV: PRODUCTION LINE LAYOUT
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APPENDIX V: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Interview Questions for Production Planner


What is your experience?



What is your background?



What is your role as planner?



Can you explain the process flow of the Winding shop?



Can you explain how the regression model works and how much do you rely on it for making
decisions?



What are the main parameters that decide if a winding should go on the horizontal or vertical
winding?



How many shifts happen a day, and how many occur in a week?



Is there a difference in the number of resources working in different shifts between the
winding shop and winding Assembly?



How do you decide which worker works on which station?



Is it based on expertise, or is it randomly rotated so that everyone learns all the kinds of job?
(follow up questions)



How is the product prioritization done? Is it based on the delivery of the project?



Can you explain how the order of winding is decided that should go in the oven?



What are the essential factors that affect setup times at different stations?

Interview Questions for the Production Development Manager
Interview 1:


What are the problems faced by the firm in terms of operation and control?



What is the reason for carrying out this thesis?



What do you wish to achieve through this thesis?



Is the thesis restricted only to the winding section of the transformer, or is there anything
more?



Has related project been previously carried out?



What are the confidentiality issues?



What is the reason that the focus of this thesis is on the winding section of the transformers?

Interview 2:


What is the basic flow of the windings?



What are the different stations, and what operations are performed on them?



What is the basic flow when creating the entire transformer from start to end?
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Do you have any data for the previous windings produced?



What kind of data is it, and how is it collected?



How could we obtain this data to analyse it?

Interview Questions for Production Development Specialist


Can you please explain to us the data provided?



What are the different types of Sub Windings?



How is the flow of the different sub windings or winding types?



What are the different stations and What operations are performed on them?



Can you explain more about the regression model?



What data is it based on?



How is it used?



Does it involve different setup and change over times as well?



What are the different processes mentioned in the excel sheet provided?



Can you explain on which stations are the different processes performed?



Is it common for all products to go to all the stations?



How much historical data or number of Projects of transformers have been completed?



How are these data collected and who checks them?

Interview Questions for Operators


Can you explain the basic flow of the products?



How long does it take to do a particular winding?



What are the different parameters that are carried out at different stations?



What is the setup required to be done before starting the various operations?



How do you decide what parameters need to be performed at what stations?



How do you know what tasks you are supposed to perform and the deadline for these tasks?



What is the important information required from the drawings?



Is there any changeover time involved during the change of products?



If so, how much is the change over time?



How available are the crane and forklift?



How long does it take to transport the product from one station to another?



Are there any buffers or inventories present?



How long does a product remain in the buffer?



How many machines run in a shift?



Does the plant run at its full capacity?
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